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Purpose of this further update (July 2016) 

a) This document (5.4.14A (A)) is an update to the Land Contamination Desk Study.  The 
previous version (5.4.14A) was issued to the Examining Authority in January 2016.  

b) This document has been updated as a result of ongoing discussions and 
correspondence between National Grid and the Environment Agency (EA) during 
examination of the Application by the Examining Authority to date. 

c) A schedule of the further amendments made to the Land Contamination Desk Study is 
provided in the table below. 

 

Table A -  Amendments to January 2016 Version of Land Contamination Desk Study 

Ref. Description of Amendment Reason 

Contents Addition of Annex 14A.2 Comments from the EA 

Para 1.4.1 Explanation of why Annex 14A.2 has been added Comments from the EA 

Annex 
14A.2 

New information Comments from the EA 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Introduction 

1.1.1 This report has been prepared to inform the Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) 
for the Richborough Connection Project (the ‘proposed development’). This report 
forms a technical appendix to the Environmental Statement (ES) which is presented 
in Volume 5, Documents 5.1-5.4, specifically Chapter 14: Geology, Soils and 
Agriculture within Document 5.2.  

Terminology 

1.1.2 Figures 3.1a-3.1h in Volume 5, Document 5.3.3 illustrate the proposed 
development.  The terminology used on these figures is explained as follows: 

 Order limits: The maximum extent of land in which the proposed development 
(new 400kV pylons and overhead line, plus dismantling and temporary and 
permanent diversions of existing 132kV pylons and lines) and any associated 
development may take place. 

 Limits of Deviation: The proposed development will be constructed within the 
Order limits and Limits of Deviation that have been specified for the individual 
works.  The Limits of Deviation identify a maximum distance or measurement of 
variation from the route centreline within which the new 400kV overhead line must 
be constructed. 

 Sections A-D: Geographical sub-sections used to sub-divide the Order limits for 
discussion purposes. 

1.2 Project Description 

1.2.1 Chapter 3 of Document 5.2 provides a detailed description of the proposed 
development.  For ease of reference, the main activities that are relevant to the land 
contamination desk study are: 

 The construction of new 400kV pylons and overhead lines (proposed new pylons 
are prefixed ‘PC’).  Pylon construction requires a typical working area of 60m x 
60m, typically comprising a 500mm thick temporary stone pad over a geotextile 
membrane.  Pylon foundations will comprise either shallow pads (‘pad and 
chimney’), steel tube driven piles or concrete augered piles, depending on local 
ground conditions. 

 Dismantling (removal) of existing 132kV infrastructure (pylons prefixed ‘PX’). 
Typically, this will involve dismantling the pylons and removing the foundations to 
1.5m below ground level (with the excavation re-instated with clean soils), 
although in certain locations pylons will be dismantled to ground level only.  

 Undergrounding of existing UK Power Networks 33kV and 11kV infrastructure, to 
ensure the continued operation of the existing local electricity distribution 
network.  This work will be undertaken by the use of shallow ‘cut and cover’ 
trenches to approximately 1.2m depth. Trench widths will depend on local ground 
conditions, but can be generally anticipated to be <1m.  
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 Construction of access routes (tracks), for temporary purposes during the 
construction of the new 400kV infrastructure and dismantling and diversion of the 
132kV infrastructure, and for permanent maintenance of the new 400kV 
infrastructure once this is operational. This will be achieved by the widening of 
existing tracks or, where necessary, the creation of new tracks. Accesses will 
typically be 4m wide. The construction of new access tracks may involve minor 
ground disturbance, typically involving the removal of soil to 300mm depth. 
Tracks will be formed using stone aggregate, aside from where specific 
circumstances require the use of alternatives (e.g. aluminium or plastic sheets on 
boggy ground).  Culvert crossings will be formed to allow access roads to cross 
drainage ditches and watercourses. Temporary bridges will be installed where 
watercourses are unsuitable for culverts. 

 Establishment of construction compounds at two locations (Westbere and 
Richborough power station).  These will comprise temporary modular buildings 
(Portakabins or similar) and areas for the storage of equipment and material.  The 
Westbere site is a brownfield site that was formerly associated with Henden-
Westbere landfill (an historical landfill that is recorded to partially underlie the 
compound site).  The site is surfaced with gravel sub-base that has been 
overgrown by scrub vegetation in many places.  Enabling works prior to the 
establishment of the compound will include vegetation clearance and minor 
surface regrading (including the importation of additional stone surfacing if 
necessary, to establish a suitable working area for the compound).  The proposed 
Richborough power station compound site benefits from existing hardstanding 
(concrete slab). 

1.3 Site Description 

Section A 

1.3.1 Section A is the most urbanised part of the Order limits, adjoining Canterbury in the 
west.  Canterbury North 400kV/132kV Substation is located in the west of Section A 
(80m south west of proposed 400kV pylon PC1). Moving eastwards from this 
substation, the proposed new 400kV infrastructure initially follows the River Great 
Stour, bisecting nearby commercial / industrial land use (including numerous car 
dealerships / garages, a sewage works and a recycling centre). The 132kV 
infrastructure (to be dismantled) begins at Canterbury South 132kV Substation, 
before crossing an industrial / commercial area and a residential area to the east. 
The 132kV infrastructure then follows the margins of Shelford Quarry landfill (Figure 
14.3a). 

1.3.2 The Order limits subsequently turn northwards, with the proposed new 400kV route 
crossing a railway line (between proposed pylons PC3 and PC4), before entering an 
area of semi-improved grassland pasture and commercial orchards. The Order limits 
split around Broad Oak, with the existing 132kV infrastructure running eastwards to 
the south of Broad Oak and the proposed 400kV infrastructure running eastwards to 
the north of Broad Oak, before both routes converge near to Hersden. Land use in 
this area is generally characterised by arable fields. 

Section B 

1.3.3 The Order limits in Section B generally follow the Sarre Penn and Nethergong Penn 
watercourses and predominantly contain flat to undulating arable farmland. Chislet 
Business Park is located approximately 230m south west of proposed pylon PC22 
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(Figure 14A.2).  This marginally overlaps with the Order limits, although the only 
project activities proposed in this location are the use of an existing road as a 
maintenance access and the installation of an access road across undeveloped land 
to permit the 132kV pylon dismantling. 

Section C 

1.3.4 The Order limits in Section C run from Chislet to Monkton and primarily cross arable 
farmland. This land is intensively drained by a network of perimeter field drains. An 
animal cemetery is present within the Order limits at Gore Street (at the location of 
existing 132kV pylon PX54). There is also a gas pressure reducing station adjacent 
to the Order limits in this location. 

Section D 

1.3.5 The Order limits in Section D crosses the Ash Level, which comprises an extensive 
area of flat reclaimed marshland. This is currently in use for arable farming and 
pasture / grazing land. The easternmost part of the Order limits terminates at the 
former Richborough power station site. Commercial / industrial land use in the 
general area around the Order limits includes a solar farm and two sewage works. 

1.4 Scope of this Report 

1.4.1 This report considers issues associated with land contamination and ground gas in 
relation to the proposed development. It considers potential risks to human health, 
agricultural land (contamination risks only, rather than effects on soil resources or 
agricultural productivity) and the built environment (effects from contamination / 
ground gas only). It does not consider the potential risks from contamination to 
Controlled Waters receptors or to ecological receptors; this is because this report 
has been specifically prepared to support Chapter 14 of the ES, whereas those 
receptors are considered within Chapter 13 (Water Environment) and Chapter 9 
(Biodiversity) respectively (all within Volume 5, Document 5.2).  However, due to 
the overlap between the Water Environment and Geology & Soils assessments, and 
with regard to comments received from the Environment Agency (EA) dated 23 
March 2016 (ref. KT/2016/120887/01-L02), Annex 14A.2 assesses the potential 
risks to Controlled Waters from the mobilisation of pre-existing soil contamination 
during the construction phase. 

1.4.2 Issues associated with the stability of the land within the Order limits are considered 
either directly within Chapter 14 of the ES (where these relate to specific abnormal 
ground conditions, such as the presence of Made Ground) or in Appendix 14D 
within Volume 5, Document 5.4.14D (where they relate to routine engineering 
challenges, such as construction on compressible soils in Sections C and D). 
Therefore, ground stability issues are not considered further within this report, which 
is focussed specifically on land contamination. 

1.4.3 This report does not consider risks associated with unexploded ordnance (UXO). 
Preliminary regional UXO risk mapping (available at 
http://www.zetica.com/productsandservices/download_kent.htm) identifies the 
majority of the Order limits to be at low risk from UXO, aside from an area around 
Canterbury where the risk is higher. It is understood that construction activities in the 
higher risk area will be undertaken in consultation with a UXO specialist, to ensure 
that adequate measures are implemented to minimise risks of inadvertent strikes to 
acceptable levels, and that any suspected UXO findings are dealt with correctly. 

http://www.zetica.com/productsandservices/download_kent.htm
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1.4.4 The land contamination risk assessment provided within this report has been 
undertaken in accordance with Environment Agency guidance publication ‘Model 
procedures for the management of land contamination (CLR11)’. However, it should 
be noted that land within the Order limits will remain in third party ownership. 
Therefore, the risk assessment specifically considers any circumstances where the 
proposed development may increase, alter or introduce a source-pathway-receptor 
linkage (e.g. by creating or disturbing a contamination / gas source, altering a 
migration / exposure pathway, or introducing a new receptor). Responsibility for any 
other pre-existing contamination risks will remain with the land owner. 

1.5 Data Sources 

1.5.1 Data sources have been selected with regard to the extent of the Order limits (c.20km 
in length) and scope of the desk study. The following data sources have been 
reviewed: 

 Landmark Information Group Envirocheck data sets for the Order limits and 
surrounding land (up to 250m from the Order limits), comprising: Contaminated 
Land Register entries & notices, discharge consents, enforcement and prohibition 
notices, pollution prevention and control records (e.g. IPC, PPC, LAPPC),  
registered radioactive substances sites, substantiated pollution incidents register, 
landfill records, licensed waste management and transfer sites, prosecutions 
relating to authorised processes, hazardous substances sites (COMAH, NIHHS, 
explosive sites), fuel station entries, planning hazardous substances consents 
and enforcements, and BGS recorded mineral sites; 

 Historical topographic mapping (1:10,560, 1:10,000 and 1:2,500 scale); 

 Environment Agency landfill records; 

 Site walkover inspections, targeted on locations where proposed construction / 
dismantling activities intersect with recorded historical land use of potential 
contaminative significance;  

 Historical borehole records available from the British Geological Survey (BGS) 
website; 

 Health Protection Agency ‘Indicative Atlas of Radon in England and Wales’ 
(2007); and 

 Building Research Establishment (BRE) Publication 211 ‘Radon: Guidance on 
Protective Measures for New Buildings’ (2007). 

 Findings from a limited preliminary ground investigation, undertaken primarily for 
geotechnical purposes, by Geotechnical Engineering Ltd in October 2015; 

 Environment Agency groundwater Source Protection Zone (SPZ) and aquifer 
classification mapping (used for Annex 14A.2 only); 

 Water Framework Directive (WFD) classification data for surface water and 
groundwater, obtained from the Environment Agency’s Catchment Data Explorer 
(used for Annex 14A.2 only).; and 
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 Information sources on groundwater and surface water abstractions and 
discharges obtained from an EA data request during the preparation of Chapter 
13 Water Environment of Document 5.2 (Annex 14A.2 only). 

1.5.2 Due to the nature and extent of the proposed development, data sources have been 
obtained in GIS (Geographic Information System) format where possible. To provide 
clarity of presentation, and avoid the need for the inclusion of excessive volumes of 
automatically generated data that is of peripheral relevance to the risk assessment, 
the aspects of these data sets that are relevant to the risk assessment have been 
consolidated into a series of figures (Figures 14.3a – 14.3d and 14A.1 – 14A.4). 
This approach has been adopted to allow data to be presented at a level that is clear 
and readily digestible whilst also providing the necessary detail for issues that are 
relevant to the risk assessment.  
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2. SITE HISTORY 

2.1 Section A 

2.1.1 The primary historical land use within the Order limits of interest in relation to land 
contamination is quarrying, which has been identified at the following locations: 

 Adjacent to the north east of Canterbury North 400kV/132kV Substation (to the 
west of proposed pylon PC1). This area of quarrying was subsequently reclaimed 
as a nature reserve and for construction of the substation. 

 Approximately 115m south of proposed pylon PC2. Sand and gravel extraction 
occurred at Broadoak Gravel Pit in this area, and the location is currently 
occupied by a recycling centre. The only proposed activities in this location are 
the installation of a temporary construction haul road.  

 At the location of proposed pylon PC2. This quarry has since been backfilled. A 
site walkover inspection identified it to currently be occupied by dense vegetation 
and to have locally uneven topography (up to c.1.5m variation within the site). 
The proposed activities in this location comprise the construction of a pylon 
(PC2). 

 Shelford Quarry. This was a relatively large former quarry, which extracted 
deposits of London Clay. Earlier workings of London Clay and Harwich Formation 
(sand) took place at Barton Down Quarry and Broadoak Crossing Sand Pit, which 
were subsequently subsumed into the overall boundary of the Shelford Quarry 
site. The site is no longer an operational quarry and has been partially backfilled 
with landfill waste. The Order limits extend onto the edges of the recorded area 
of the former mineral extraction site due to the location of the existing 132kV 
infrastructure (pylons PX5A, PX6, PX7, PX7A and PX8), which skirts this site, 
although only PX6 falls within the section of the former mineral site that is 
recorded to have been landfilled. The only work associated with the proposed 
development that will take place in this area will be dismantling of the 
aforementioned 132 kV infrastructure. This will be restricted to the dismantling of 
pylons and overhead lines. This comprises minor groundworks, involving the 
excavation of pylon foundations to 1.5m below ground level (bgl) and re-
instatement with clean materials. There is a section in this area (between PX6 
and PX7) where the 132 kV infrastructure comprises an underground cable. This 
will remain in place, to avoid the potential disruption associated with unnecessary 
ground works. 

 Approximately 90m west of proposed pylon PC4. A disused pit (i.e. not restored 
/ backfilled) is present in this area, although historical mapping indicates the 
extent of workings may have been greater in the past and that infilled ground may 
be present. The recorded extent of historical extraction only marginally 
encroaches into the Order limits, and does not come within the Limits of Deviation 
or intersect any proposed pylon or access track locations. 

 At, and immediately to the north of, the location of the proposed Westbere 
compound. Stonerocks Farm Sand & Gravel Pit was situated in this location. This 
has subsequently been backfilled with landfill waste (discussed further below). 

2.1.2 Existing 132kV pylon PX1 is within the recorded extent of an historical brickworks 
(subsequently replaced by an unspecified works / factory). However, this pylon is an 
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exception to the remainder of the PX pylons, in that it will not be dismantled / 
removed. There is a small industrial / commercial area within the Order limits 
between PX2 and PX3. However, this is within the Order limits only due to the 
presence of overhead lines, rather than any pylons that will be removed, and access 
is not required to this area for the dismantling works. 

2.1.3 Section A also contains two substations (Canterbury North 400kV/132kV Substation 
and Canterbury South 132kV Substation). The proposed works in these locations are 
restricted to the use of parts of the substation sites for access tracks, which will 
primarily make use of existing hard surfaced areas. 

2.1.4 The only other recorded notable historical / current land use is an area of former 
plantation to the west of Broad Oak, in the vicinity of proposed pylons PC7 and PC8. 
This land is currently occupied by commercial orchards, which are likely to represent 
a continuation of this land use (note that these are slightly more extensive than the 
recorded extent shown from historical land use records on Figure 14A.1, although 
do not intersect any additional proposed pylons other than PC7 and PC8). Otherwise, 
historical land use throughout Section A has been agricultural.  

2.1.5 Given the nature of the proposed development and the scope of this report, adjacent 
land use is of limited relevance. The primary potential relevance, within the scope of 
this report, is the presence of ground gas sources, although the proposed 
development is at a low risk from ground gas as it does not involve the construction 
of any permanently occupied buildings. However, for completeness, historical land 
use that is directly adjacent to the Order limits in Section A has been identified as 
follows: a tar distillery, various quarries, an industrial estate,  an abattoir, a filter 
house/irrigation works/sewage works (this marginally encroaches into the Order 
limits, but only on land that will be oversailed by the proposed new 400kV overhead 
line i.e. no ground disturbance), brick works and a sewage treatment works (all within 
the north eastern outskirts of Canterbury).  

2.2 Section B 

2.2.1 The following historical land use of interest in relation to land contamination has been 
identified within the Order limits (Figure 14A.2): 

 An area of former quarrying (sand, gravel and clay), located at the position of 
existing 132kV pylon PX23. The quarry has been historically backfilled. The 
removal of PX23, and the construction of an accompanying temporary demolition 
haul road, are the only proposed development activities in this location. 

2.2.2 As noted previously, Chislet Business Park marginally overlaps with the Order limits 
in Section B, although the only project activities proposed in this location are the use 
of an existing road as a maintenance access and the installation of an access road 
across undeveloped land to permit the 132kV pylon dismantling. 

2.2.3 Otherwise, the historical and current land use within the Order limits in Section B is 
agricultural. 

2.2.4 Adjacent historical (and current) land use is also primarily agricultural, although small 
historical sand & gravel pits are shown 75m west of existing 132kV pylon PX24, 290m 
north east of proposed pylon PC22, and at Hollow Street (approximately 150m north 
of proposed pylon PC26).  
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2.3 Section C 

2.3.1 Section C contains very little historical development, being primarily marshland and 
agricultural land. The only features identified from a review of historical mapping are 
a former quarry (located 120m north of existing 132kV pylon PX52 and adjacent to 
Mile Road, between Sarre and Monkton; shown on Figure 14A.3) and an animal 
cemetery at existing 132 kV pylon PX54.  

2.3.2 The quarry has been historically backfilled and is currently occupied by agricultural 
land. The only activities associated with the proposed development in this location 
will be the use of Mile Road as a construction, demolition and maintenance access 
route.  

2.3.3 The proposed development will not involve any ground disturbance in the location of 
the animal cemetery, with pylon PX54 manually removed and the foundations and 
base left in place above ground level. 

2.3.4 A gas pressure reducing station is present adjacent to the north of the Order limits at 
existing 132 kV pylon PX54. 

2.3.5 The proposed 400 kV infrastructure oversails a railway between PC35 and PC36, 
whilst the existing 132 kV infrastructure oversails a railway between PX55 and PX56. 

2.4 Section D 

2.4.1 Section D also contains little historical development or historical land use of 
importance in relation to land contamination, aside from the easternmost part of the 
Order limits where the connection terminates. The land within the easternmost end 
of the Order limits contains part of the former Richborough power station site (Figure 
14A.4). It is proposed to use part of the former power station site as the location of a 
construction compound. A site walkover inspection identified the proposed 
compound location to predominantly be occupied by remnant hardstanding and 
currently in use for the processing (crushing) and stockpiling of concrete from 
ongoing demolition works on adjacent parts of the former power station site. The slab 
was noted to be in variable condition, with evidence of cracking and minor settlement 
(low point with surface water accumulation). 

2.4.2 The Order limits also contain Richborough 132kV substation in the east of Section 
D, which mark the eastern terminus of the PX route. Existing pylon PX78, which will 
be dismantled as part of the proposed development, is located adjacent to this 
substation. 

2.4.3 The proposed 400kV infrastructure and existing 132kV infrastructure both oversail a 
railway to the west of the former power station. 

2.4.4 There has also been extensive landfilling within the Order limits in the easternmost 
part of Section D (described further in Chapter 3 of this report). 

2.4.5 Adjacent land use of note includes a sewage works approximately 170m north east 
of proposed pylon PC51. This is first shown on 1908 mapping and remains to present 
(Figure 14A.4). There is also industrial development adjacent to the easternmost 
end of the Order limits, at Richborough Port, and to the north of the former 
Richborough power station site (a wastewater treatment works and solar farm, 
located approximately 120m from the Order limits). 
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3. ENVIRONMENTAL AND GEOLOGICAL SETTING 

3.1 Landfills 

3.1.1 The locations of recorded historical landfills are shown on Figures 14.3a – 14.3d. 
There are five historical landfills recorded within the Order limits: 

 Shelford Landfill (Section A): This landfill is located in the footprint of the former 
Shelford Quarry, as discussed above. Historically, it was licensed to accept 
various waste deposits, including inert waste, household waste, special waste, 
and liquid sludge. It remains active, being currently licensed to accept household, 
commercial and industrial waste. As discussed above, the Order limits only 
encroaches into this landfill boundary marginally, due to the existing 132kV 
infrastructure route skirting the boundary. The only activities associated with the 
proposed development in this area will be the dismantling of this infrastructure. A 
site walkover inspection was undertaken in the area of proposed dismantling 
within the recorded landfill footprint. The area consists of vegetated hummocky 
ground. Gas control infrastructure (boreholes) was identified on land adjacent to 
the north of the 132kV infrastructure, which comprises the active landfill site.  

 Broad Oak Lodge Farm Landfill (Section A): This landfill was licensed to accept 
inert waste. It is within the Order limits and will be traversed by the new 400kV 
infrastructure and a temporary access track. Although an access track will cross 
this landfill, pylon locations have been designed to avoid it, with the closest 
proposed pylon being PC4, approximately 25m to the south east.  

 Henden-Westbere Landfill (Section A): This landfill was licensed to accept inert, 
commercial and household waste and partially covers the area of the former 
Stonerocks Farm Sand & Gravel Pit. The landfill partially underlies the planned 
location of a proposed construction compound (referred to as Westbere 
compound). A site walkover inspection was undertaken in this location, which 
identified the site to generally be flat, with a slight stepped increase in ground 
level (c.0.25m) in the north. The site contains unmanaged vegetation, with 
evidence of fly tipping (tyres, propane canisters, wooden pallets, tarpaulin, gravel 
and plastic). 

 Hersden Tip (Section B): This landfill consists of deposits used to infill the former 
quarry in Section B at the location of existing 132kV pylon PX23 (as described 
earlier). It was licensed to accept inert and commercial waste. The only proposed 
activities in this location are the dismantling of this pylon and associated overhead 
line. A site walkover inspection was undertaken in this location, which identified 
the recorded landfill to currently contain arable fields in the area of PX23. 

 Richborough Landfill Complex (Section D): There are various historical and active 
landfill sites within the Order limits at its easternmost end in Richborough. These 
are located approximately 350m south of the Limits of Deviation and are included 
within the Order limits due to the requirement for a new maintenance and a non-
intrusive construction access across the landfills, which will be the only activity 
associated with the proposed development within their footprint. 

3.1.2 There are also various landfills present in the general vicinity of the Order limits (i.e. 
outside the site boundary), which may be of relevance when considering ground gas 
migration risks (although, as noted earlier, no permanently occupied buildings will be 
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constructed as part of the proposed development). Landfill records within 750m of 
the Order limits have been considered, with those that are of potential relevance 
identified as follows: 

 Oldfield Avenue & Sturry Road Landfills: These former landfills are located 
approximately 450m south of the Order limits (Section A) and received various 
waste including household waste (both landfills) and special waste (Sturry Road 
only). 

 Cliffsend Landfill: This is located approximately 665m north east of the Order 
limits (Section D) and received inert and household waste. 

3.1.3 Whilst further landfills are shown on Figures 14.3a – 14.3d within 750m of the Order 
limits, these were not licensed to accept materials with a high ground gas generation 
potential (i.e. household waste, special waste or sludge), so are not listed above. 

3.2 Geology 

Superficial Geology 

3.2.1 The published superficial geology mapping for the Order limits and surrounding area 
is shown on Figures 14.1a – 14.1d. Superficial deposits are recorded by the British 
Geological Survey (BGS) to be sporadic in Sections A and B, being absent in some 
locations. Where they are present, published mapping indicates them to consist 
primarily of Head deposits (primarily recorded to be unconsolidated clay and silt 
within the Order limits, with occasional areas of clay, silt, sand and gravel near 
Canterbury) together with alluvium following the routes of natural watercourses. 
Historical borehole logs available from the BGS record a Head thickness of 
approximately 3m (recorded as ‘clayey brickearth’) approximately 150m north of 
proposed pylon PC11.  

3.2.2 The majority of Section C is recorded to be underlain by tidal flat deposits (silt and 
clay), although these are less ubiquitous near the boundaries with Sections B and D, 
where Head deposits and areas devoid of superficial deposits are recorded. This 
includes the area to the south of Gore Street, where borehole logs available from the 
BGS indicate deposits recorded as topsoil and alluvium to c.1.1m depth, over 
‘possible’ Head deposits of ‘loose light brown clayey fine sandy silt with occasional 
zones of soft grey silty clay’, to a depth of 5.5m. 

3.2.3 Section D is recorded to be primarily underlain by tidal flat deposits (silt and clay), 
aside from small areas where superficial deposits are recorded to be absent and one 
small area of Head between proposed pylons PC45 and PC46. BGS borehole 
records are available from the easternmost part of the Order limits (shown on 
published mapping to be underlain by tidal flat deposits), which indicate clay and silt 
deposits ranging from 5.2m to 6.7m in thickness. The material includes soft / very 
soft grey silty clay and grey / black sand with organic content. 

Solid Geology 

3.2.4 The published solid geology mapping for the Order limits and surrounding area is 
shown on Figures 14.2a – 14.2d. Sections A and B are predominantly underlain by 
deposits of the London Clay Formation, with small subcrops of Harwich Formation 
(sand and gravel), Lambeth Group (sand) and Thanet Formation (sand, silt and clay) 
in the west of Section A and the east of Section B. Borehole logs available from the 
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BGS indicate the London Clay thickness to generally range between 10m and 23m 
in the vicinity of the Order limits in these Sections. 

3.2.5 Section C is predominantly underlain by the Thanet Formation, with a small area of 
Lambeth Group and Harwich Formation in the south west of the Section and an area 
underlain by the Margate Chalk Member near Sarre. The uppermost part of the 
Thanet Formation is recorded at 5.5m below ground level in an historical borehole 
log from the area to the south of Gore Street (approximately 270m north of the 
location of proposed pylon PC41), comprising ‘loose / compact brownish grey fine 
sandy clayey silt’ over ‘firm to stiff brown and greyish green very silty fine sandy clay, 
becoming dense clayey silty fine to medium sand’. 

3.2.6 Section D is recorded to be underlain entirely by the Thanet Formation. BGS 
borehole records available from the easternmost part of the Order limits indicate the 
Thanet Formation to be present at c.5-7m below ground level (beneath superficial 
deposits) in this area, comprising grey / green sand and sandy clay. The base of the 
Thanet Formation was not proven in these boreholes. 

Coal Mining 

3.2.7 The majority of the Order limits falls within a Coal Mining Reporting Area, but is 
located outside a Development High Risk Area and any area of surface coal 
resources. The depth of coal beneath the Order limits is conjectured to be in excess 
of 100m below ground level, and the relevant colliery (Chislet Colliery) closed in 
1969. Any associated ground movements of substance would be expected to have 
ceased by the late 1970s. There are no recorded historical mine entries within, or 
within 20m of, the Order limits boundary. Therefore, the proposed development is 
not considered to be at risk from ground instability associated with historical mining, 
and the potential for shallow mine gas pathways to be present can be discounted. 

3.3 Radon 

3.3.1 The Order limits cross land that falls within the following categories, as defined in the 
Health Protection Agency ‘Indicative Atlas of Radon in England and Wales’ (2007): 

 Less than 1% of homes are affected by radon concentrations that fall above the 
Action Level. The majority of the Order limits fall within this category. 

 Between 1% and 3% of homes are affected by radon concentrations that fall 
above the Action Level. This is the case for parts of Section B (Chislet – Upstreet 
area) and Section C (to the south west of Sarre). 

3.3.2 Building Research Establishment (BRE) Publication 211 ‘Radon: Guidance on 
Protective Measures for New Buildings’ (2007) indicates that the Order limits is not 
within an area where radon protection would be required in new buildings 
(notwithstanding that the proposed development does not involve the construction of 
any permanent buildings in any case).  

3.4 Other Environmental Information 

3.4.1 As described in Section 1, complete Envirocheck records for the Order limits and 
adjacent land have been reviewed in the course of preparing this report. Data sets 
have been selected that are relevant to the scope of this report (i.e. soil contamination 
and ground gas), rather than Controlled Waters risk assessment (e.g. aquifer 
designations) or ground stability (e.g. BGS compressible ground hazards data sets).  
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3.4.2 The features of relevance / interest in terms of soil contamination and ground gas 
are identified and discussed below.  

Prosecutions Relating to Authorised Processes 

3.4.3 There is one recorded prosecution within 250m of the Order limits, which relates to 
the deposition of waste without a waste management licence. This is positioned 
approximately 80m north of proposed pylon PC11, outside the Order limits. 
Therefore, it is not anticipated that this record will have affected the contamination 
status of soils within the Order limits. Furthermore, it is not recorded as a pollution 
incident (i.e. in the pollution incidents register), indicating that it is likely to be a 
permitting / licensing non-compliance rather than a contamination event. 

Registered Waste Treatment / Management Sites 

3.4.4 There are three registered waste treatment sites within 250m of the Order limits. The 
first of these is an obsolete record for a skip hire firm 30m to the west of the Order 
limits in Canterbury. The other two are both operational household waste recycling 
centres. These are located at Canterbury (within the Order limits) and Richborough 
(10m east of the Order limits). The site at Canterbury is the recycling centre referred 
to previously (location shown on Figure 14A.1). The only activity associated with the 
proposed development in this location will be the installation of a temporary access 
track (required to access one of the 132kV pylons requiring dismantling). 

3.4.5 There are 13 licensed waste management sites within 250m of the Order limits. 
Three of these correlate with permitted landfills referred to previously (Shelford 
Quarry and two landfills at Richborough). The remainder consist of a range of waste 
transfer stations, a composting site, an anaerobic digestion plant, a metal recycling 
site and the animal cemetery referred to previously. Only the animal cemetery and 
the landfills (as previously discussed) fall within the Order limits. 

Recorded Pollution Incidents to Land 

3.4.6 A pollution incident to land is recorded within / adjacent to Chislet Business Park. 
This is recorded to be immediately adjacent to the Order limits, but to have a 10m 
positional accuracy, indicating that the potential for land within the Order limits to 
have been affected cannot be discounted. The incident is recorded to be Category 3 
‘Minor’. This is the lowest category that can be achieved before an incident becomes 
classified as having ‘no effect’ (Category 4). The incident is recorded to have 
occurred in 2005 and involved the release of ‘inorganic chemicals / products’. The 
incident location is approximately 100m south west of existing 132kV pylon PX28. It 
is within a location where the only proposed development activity is the use of an 
existing hard surfaced area as an access track, and continuation of the track onto an 
adjacent field to access and dismantle PX28.  

3.4.7 Pollution incidents to land are also recorded 80m from the Order limits (Section A) 
and 150m from the Order limits (Section B). These both involved the deposition of 
‘specific waste materials’, and are not considered likely to have affected land quality 
within the Order limits. 

Discharge Consents 

3.4.8 There are five recorded discharge consents within 250m of the Order limits that relate 
to discharges to land. Four of these relate to the discharge of ‘mixed farming’ process 
water (at distances ranging from 45m to 200m from the Order limits) and one to 
treated sewage effluent (160m from the Order limits). There are a further three 
obsolete consents, comprising trade effluent discharge from waste management 
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processes (approximately 20m from the Order limits; in the location of Shelford 
Quarry landfill), discharge of process water from ‘mixed farming’ (80m from the Order 
limits) and trade effluent from meat processing (240m from the Order limits). Of 
these, the only consented discharge considered to have any potential to affect soil 
that may be disturbed by the proposed development is the former waste 
management discharge (given its nature and proximity), although as it was a 
consented discharge, compliance with the permit would be expected to result in a 
minimal effect on land quality. 

Pollution Controls 

3.4.9 There are no pollution control records within the Order limits. Excluding controls that 
relate only to air quality, there are four Local Authority Pollution Prevention and 
Control (LAPPC) records and one Integrated Pollution Prevention and Control 
Record (IPPC) within 250m of the Order limits. These relate to the following 
processes (distances from the Order limits provided in brackets): manufacture of 
timber and wood based products (160m), waste oil burning at a garage (10m / 
adjacent), a petrol filling station (85m), electricity generation from gas turbines (25m), 
Shelford Quarry landfill (overlaps the Order limits, as previously stated).  

3.5 2015 Ground Investigation  

3.5.1 A limited ground investigation was undertaken by Geotechnical Engineering Ltd in 
October 2015. This was undertaken primarily to obtain basic geotechnical design 
data, rather than land contamination information, and was restricted by access 
constraints (e.g. third party ownership of land). The investigation was not primarily 
designed for soil contamination or ground gas risk assessment purposes, and further 
investigation is recommended prior to construction (see Section 6 of this report). 
Nevertheless, to maximise the value of the investigation, soil contamination testing 
was undertaken that, together with records of the ground conditions at investigation 
locations, provides useful data that has been used to inform this desk study. 

3.5.2 The 2015 investigation comprised 2 cable percussion boreholes and 5 machine-dug 
trial pits. One of these boreholes (BH07) and four of the trial pits (TP02, TP04, TP29 
and TP40) were in locations recorded to have no historical land use of potential 
contaminative significance. This is corroborated by the borehole logs from these 
locations (Annex 14A.1), which did not encounter Made Ground and recorded natural 
soils generally consistent with the published geology, as follows: 

 BH07 (Section C): This borehole is located close to proposed pylon PC40, in a 
location recorded on published mapping to be underlain by the Thanet Formation, 
with an absence of superficial deposits. The borehole encountered predominantly 
firm to very stiff sandy clay to the termination of the borehole (15.45m below 
ground level), with occasional clayey sand horizons. 

 TP02 (Section A): This trial pit is located between proposed pylons PC2 and PC3 
(approximately 250m north east of PC2), in a location recorded on published 
mapping to be underlain by alluvium over Thanet Formation. The trial pit 
encountered soft slightly gravelly sandy clay over slightly sandy clayey silt (with 
occasional wood / organic content), very clayey sand, and gravel. 

 TP04 (Section A): This trial pit is located close to proposed pylon PC5, in a 
location recorded on published mapping to be underlain by London Clay, with an 
absence of superficial deposits. The trial pit encountered slightly clayey slightly 
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gravelly sand and slightly clayey slightly sandy gravel to 1.6m below ground level, 
overlying stiff structured fissured clay to the base of the trial pit at 3m below 
ground level. 

 TP29 (Section C): This trial pit is located close to proposed pylon PC40, in a 
location recorded on published mapping to be underlain by the Thanet Formation, 
with an absence of superficial deposits. The trial pit predominantly encountered 
sandy gravelly clay, with occasional clayey sand horizons 

 TP40: This trial pit is located close to proposed pylon PC60, in a location recorded 
on published mapping to be underlain by Tidal Flat deposits over Thanet 
Formation. The trial pit encountered clayey sand to 0.6m depth, over soft to very 
soft silty clay to its base at 3.2m below ground level. 

3.5.3 Laboratory analysis was undertaken on 8 samples from these locations, from depths 
ranging from 0.1m to 3.2m, which are included in Annex 14A.1. Samples were 
analysed for a range of commonly occurring contaminants, including: arsenic, boron, 
free cyanide, beryllium, cadmium, copper, mercury, nickel, lead, selenium, zinc, 
trivalent chromium, hexavalent chromium, phenol, total petroleum hydrocarbons 
(TPH C6-C40) and total polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH). In the absence of 
published generic human health risk assessment criteria for the proposed land use, 
as a conservative initial screen the results have been compared to published generic 
assessment criteria for residential land use. Where available, Soil Guideline Values 
(SGV), published by the Environment Agency, have been used. Where there is no 
SGV available for a substance, reference has been made to Suitable for Use Levels 
(S4UL) published by Land Quality Management Ltd. / Chartered Institute of 
Environmental Health. The exception to this is lead, where the Category 4 Screening 
Level (C4SL) published by Contaminated Land: Applications in Real Environments 
(CL:AIRE) has been used as an initial screening criterion. None of the concentrations 
of any contaminant in any of the 8 samples exceeded the relevant SGV, S4UL or 
C4SL for a residential land use. Where analyses were not directly comparable to a 
SGV, S4UL or C4SL (i.e. total petroleum hydrocarbons, PAH, free cyanide), 
laboratory results were below detection limits in all 8 samples. 

3.5.4 In addition to the site investigation locations described above, the 2015 investigation 
also included one borehole (BH01) and one trial pit (TP03) within the recorded extent 
of Broad Oak Lodge Farm landfill (proposed location of an access track). The 
recorded ground conditions in this landfill consist generally of mixed cohesive and 
granular Made Ground deposits, containing brick, concrete, metal, wood, glass and 
plastic. Suspected asbestos containing material (ACM), comprising fragments of 
corrugated roofing, was encountered at 2.0m below ground level in TP03. The base 
of the Made Ground was encountered at 5.4m below ground level, with the 
underlying natural deposits consisting of sand. 

3.5.5 Laboratory analysis was undertaken on 2 samples from these locations, from depths 
of 0.5-0.8m (Made Ground) and 6.0m (natural sand), together with analysis of the 
suspected ACM from 2.0m. As an initial conservative screening exercise, the results 
have been compared to residential SGV, S4UL and C4SL, as above. None of the 
concentrations of any contaminants in the sample of natural sand exceeded the SGV, 
S4UL or C4SL. The Made Ground also recorded low contaminant concentrations, 
with the only exceedance of a SGV, S4UL or C4SL being the recorded beryllium 
concentration (2.6 mg/kg). This marginally exceeds the S4UL (1.7 mg/kg), although 
falls well below less conservative S4UL for a commercial or public open space (park) 
end uses. This sample also recorded total petroleum hydrocarbons and total PAH 
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concentrations above detection limits (unlike the samples of natural material), at 
concentrations of 33 mg/kg and 14 mg/kg. The suspected ACM was confirmed by to 
contain cement bound chrysotile (white) asbestos. The presence of asbestos is likely 
to represent the primary contamination risk associated with this Made Ground, 
although it is noted that the only construction activities within the footprint of Broad 
Oak Lodge Farm landfill will be the formation of an access track (typical depth of 
ground disturbance <0.5m) and that the sample of Made Ground from 0.5-0.8m depth 
did not record the presence of asbestos. 

3.5.6 The ground investigation also included dynamic cone penetrometer testing. The 
information from this is of little relevance to land contamination assessment, with the 
only information of relevance being logs from hand dug service avoidance pits 
excavated in four locations (to depths of between 0.95m and 1.2m). These recorded 
natural soils in all instances, with the exception of DCP01 IP, which is located 
approximately 70m north east of Canterbury North Substation. The top 0.8m of the 
soil profile in this location was recorded to consist of Made Ground, comprising 
slightly sandy slightly gravelly silty clay, with frequent roots and rootlets (with the 
gravel consisting of flint and ash). 
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4. CONCEPTUAL SITE MODEL 

4.1 Sources 

4.1.1 The potential contamination sources associated with the historical and current land 
uses within the Order limits are discussed in the following section. 

Backfilled Quarries 

4.1.2 These features may contain Made Ground of variable composition and thickness. 
Backfill materials can range from natural soils to industrial by-products / surplus 
materials (brick, concrete, ash etc.). Where quarries have been formally used as 
landfills then landfill records may provide details of the likely nature of backfill 
materials (see below). However, where quarries were reclaimed outside of, or before, 
landfill legislation, the nature and thickness of backfill is largely unknown prior to 
intrusive ground investigation. This appears to be the case for several of the former 
quarries identified within / near to the Order limits. 

4.1.3 Where the nature of backfill materials is unknown, it is not possible to definitively list 
the contaminant types that may be present. However, potential contaminants within 
Made Ground (backfill) can include toxic metals / metalloids, polycyclic aromatic 
hydrocarbons, fuel hydrocarbons and asbestos, amongst others. Additionally, should 
organic material be present within the backfilled quarries then this may represent a 
source of ground gas. 

Plantations / Orchards 

4.1.4 An area of plantation /orchards is present in Section A. This land use generally 
presents a low risk of ground contamination. Whilst historical use of pesticides can 
present a soil contamination source, given that this area remains in use as 
commercial orchards, it is considered relatively unlikely that near surface soils will 
display significantly elevated contaminant concentrations. 

Animal Cemetery 

4.1.5 132 kV pylon PX54, which requires dismantling, is located within the grounds of an 
animal cemetery. Animal remains present a potential gas generation source. 
However, the project has been designed to avoid any ground disturbance in this 
location, with pylon PX54 to be dismantled manually and the foundations left in place 
above ground level, removing any risk of disturbing remains or mobilising ground 
gas. 

Recycling Centre 

4.1.6 The Order limits intersects the boundaries of a recycling centre approximately 115m 
south of PC2. Access through / adjacent to this site is required to dismantle the 132kV 
infrastructure. The only development activity in this location will be the construction 
of an access track and, given the nature of the recycling centre’s operations 
(household waste recycling) and the degree of ground disturbance associated with 
forming an access track (typically 300mm excavation depth), the potential for this to 
mobilise significant contamination is very low. 

Richborough Power Station 

4.1.7 The easternmost part of Section D falls within the boundaries of the former 
Richborough power station site. At various stages in its lifetime, this site used coal, 
oil and ‘Orimulsion’ (an oil-water emulsion) as its feedstock. The primary potential 
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contaminants associated with the former power station are likely to be hydrocarbons 
(particularly waste oil, or oil that has historically entered the ground), asbestos, ash-
derived contaminants (e.g. polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, metals) and 
polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs).  

Substations 

4.1.8 The proposed development includes the dismantling of pylon PX78, which is located 
directly adjacent to the existing Richborough 132kV Substation (eastern terminus of 
the 132kV PX route), together with the use of parts of the Canterbury North 
400kV/132kV Substation and Canterbury South 132kV Substation for access tracks, 
which will primarily make use of existing hard surfaced areas. Contaminants 
associated with substations can include polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), which 
were historically used in transformer oils, together with other fuels / hydrocarbons 
and asbestos. 

Agricultural Land 

4.1.9 Although agricultural land presents a relatively low contamination risk, the potential 
for contamination associated with historical agricultural activities still requires 
consideration. Potentially contaminative agricultural practices include the use and 
storage of fuels, the application of soil improvement agents (in some historical cases, 
these included sewage sludge and industrial by-products) and the use of pesticides 
/herbicides. They can also include burning, with the resulting ash potentially 
containing elevated contaminant concentrations (e.g. heavy metals, polycyclic 
aromatic hydrocarbons). Unrecorded waste disposal (e.g. infilling of ponds and ‘low 
points’) can also be associated with historical agricultural land use. 

Landfills 

4.1.10 Shelford Landfill accepted a range of waste types that would be expected to contain 
elevated concentrations of various contaminants, together with the potential to 
generate significant volumes of landfill gas. As the site is a modern facility, which 
remains operational, it is assumed that perimeter gas and leachate control is present 
and that landfill waste deposits are capped, preventing direct human exposure. 
However, the proposed development involves dismantling works (132kV 
infrastructure) on the periphery of the landfill, outside the area of active landfilling 
and potentially also outside the area of capping and / or gas control.  

4.1.11 Broad Oak Lodge Farm Landfill was licensed to accept inert waste. This is waste that 
will not undergo significant physical, chemical or biological transformations and 
would not be expected to give rise to environmental pollution or harm to human 
health. Examples may include natural soils with a low organic content or inert 
industrial waste (e.g. brick, concrete). However, contrary to the landfill licence 
information, evidence from preliminary engineering investigations in this location 
indicates the presence of buried asbestos containing materials, although to date 
these have only been located below the likely depth of ground disturbance 
associated with the proposed development. 

4.1.12 Henden-Westbere Landfill was licensed to accept inert, commercial and household 
waste. These waste types present a low-moderate risk of elevated soil contamination 
concentrations (relative to, for example, industrial waste), but the presence of 
household waste indicates the likelihood of a high degradable content and therefore 
a probable ground gas source. 
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4.1.13 Hersden Tip accepted inert and commercial waste, and therefore the potential for 
ground gas is relatively low. The presence of commercial waste may give rise to a 
variety of contaminants (although, as noted above, the risk is lower than for industrial 
waste). Examples may include toxic metals / metalloids, inorganics (e.g. sulphates), 
asbestos, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, and fuel hydrocarbons. The only 
proposed development activity in this location is the dismantling of the existing 132kV 
infrastructure. 

4.1.14 The area 350m to the south of the Limits of Deviation at the easternmost end of the 
Order limits contains numerous historical and active landfills, specifically 
Richborough Landfill, the ‘Old CEGB’ landfill and Back Sand Point landfill (Figure 
14.3d). These facilities are / were licensed to accept household, commercial and 
industrial waste. Commercial and industrial waste may give rise to a range of 
contaminants, whilst household waste is likely to present a gas source. Whilst landfill 
gas control can be assumed to be in operation at the active site (Richborough 
Landfill), it is noted that the Old CEGB landfill boundaries extend beyond this and 
may not benefit from similar controls. The only proposed development activity in this 
location is a non-intrusive construction and maintenance access track. 

Pollution Incident at Chislet Business Park 

4.1.15 The recorded historical minor pollution incident at Chislet Business Park (release of 
inorganic chemicals) may have affected soil quality in this location. The nature, or 
concentrations, of the inorganic chemicals involved is not known. The incident 
location is approximately 100m south west of existing 132kV pylon PX28. It is within 
a location where the only proposed development activity is the use of an existing 
hard surfaced area as an access track, and continuation of the track onto an adjacent 
field to access and dismantle PX28. 

Discharge Consent to Land at / near Shelford Quarry Landfill 

4.1.16 This discharge consent is recorded to be 20m outside the Order limits but, due to this 
proximity, may have affected land quality within the Order limits. However, as 
previously discussed, because this was a consented discharge, any effect on land 
quality would be expected to be minimal. 

Railways 

4.1.17 The proposed 400kV infrastructure and existing 132kV infrastructure oversail railway 
lines in several locations. Whilst railway land can give rise to various contaminants, 
the proposed development only involves overhead work in these locations. 
Therefore, railways have not been considered further as a potential source of 
contamination in this report.  

Natural Organic Soils 

4.1.18 Parts of the Order limits, particularly in Sections C and D, contain tidal flat deposits 
(clay and silt, often containing remnant organic matter) which are likely to have high 
standing groundwater levels. Such conditions can be conducive to the generation of 
methane, although typically flow rates and lateral migration are limited in waterlogged 
conditions. 

Off Site Sources 

4.1.19 Soil contamination on land adjacent to the Order limits is not likely to be relevant as 
a contamination source in the context of this report, as the Order limits defines the 
full extent of the proposed development and therefore ground disturbance will not 
occur on adjacent land. 
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4.1.20 The only circumstance where off-site contamination is potentially relevant is where it 
is a potential source of mobile contaminants that may migrate onto the site. As 
groundwater / surface water risk is outside the scope of this desk study, the only 
mobile contaminant which may affect the proposed development is ground gas / 
vapours. The potential off-site gas and vapour sources that have been identified are: 

 Section A: Sewage works, filter house, former tar distillery, various backfilled 
quarries, Oldfield Avenue Landfill and Sturry Road Landfill. 

 Section B: Backfilled historical quarries. 

 Section C: Animal cemetery (sections that extend beyond the Order limits). 

 Section D: Sewage works, Cliffsend landfill and the landfills to the south of 
Richborough substation. 

4.1.21 The various waste treatment / management facilities identified within 250m of the 
Order limits in Section 3 involve the handling and processing of waste, rather than 
in-ground deposition. The facilities are licensed, and any gas generated would be 
expected to be controlled as part of the environmental management procedures for 
those sites (e.g. the anaerobic digester).  

4.2 Pathways and Receptors 

Human Health 

4.2.1 During the construction phase, the potential human health receptors are construction 
workers and adjacent site users. Construction workers may be affected by exposure 
to contamination by any of the following pathways: ingestion of soil, ingestion of dust, 
dermal contact with soil, dermal contact with dust, inhalation of dust, and inhalation 
of vapours. Adjacent site users are likely to comprise workers (e.g. agricultural 
workers) and occasional recreational users (e.g. walkers). The potential exposure 
pathways to these receptors are the inhalation of dust and vapours, dermal contact 
with dust and ingestion of dust. 

4.2.2 Once the proposed development is operational, the potential human health receptors 
will be users of the land that was temporarily occupied for construction purposes and 
subsequently returned to its original use (in most cases, this is agricultural). Should 
the construction activities mobilise, or cause, soil contamination, then the future 
users of this land represent a receptor that may be affected by any of the exposure 
pathways listed above, together with those associated with the consumption of crops 
grown on the land (this pathway could also theoretically affect wider consumers of 
crops). 

4.2.3 When the new 400kV infrastructure reaches the end of its working life and requires 
decommissioning, then the pathways and receptors associated with 
decommissioning works would be expected to be similar to those during the 
construction phase. 

Ground Gas 

4.2.4 The potential ground gas receptors are buildings, within which ground gas may 
accumulate and cause a risk of explosion or asphyxiation. The ground gas receptors 
and potential migration pathways are: 
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 New built development associated with the proposed development. This will 
comprise temporary construction compounds at Westbere and Richborough. No 
other buildings will be constructed as part of the development. The potential 
pathway for gas to reach the Westbere compound is direct vertical migration from 
any underlying gas generating deposits (with regard to the recorded location of 
Henden-Westbere landfill, which accepted household waste) and lateral 
migration from parts of Henden-Westbere landfill recorded to adjoin the site to 
the north.  

 Aside from any Made Ground / redundant fuel stores associated with the former 
Richborough Power Station and any local natural organic soils, none of the 
potential gas sources identified fall within 250m of the proposed Richborough 
compound site, with the closest landfills being c.500m south of the proposed 
compound. The geology in this location consists of tidal flat clay and silt deposits, 
overlying the Thanet Formation (sand, silt and clay). These materials (particularly 
the Thanet Formation) have the potential to be relatively permeable to gas, 
although the length of the required migration pathway from the landfills limits its 
potential significance. Together with the fact that the compound at Richborough 
will be built on an existing hardstanding platform and will consist only of temporary 
cabins (portakabins or similar) and outdoor stocking and laydown areas, there is 
not considered to be a viable source-pathway-receptor linkage in relation to this 
compound. 

 Existing built development, both within and adjacent to the Order limits. Various 
buildings adjoin the Order limits boundary. These comprise industrial / 
commercial areas in the west of Section A (around Canterbury), and small 
residential areas and farmhouses for the remainder of the route, together with 
occasional industrial uses (e.g. Chislet Business Park), existing substations and 
the proposed new substation at Richborough. There are also occasional buildings 
within the Order limits e.g. farm buildings. The relevant pathway in relation to 
existing buildings both inside and outside the Order limits is the migration of gas 
through permeable strata, from the identified gas sources. The viability of this 
migration pathway will vary depending on the local geology, with areas that are 
underlain by more permeable strata being more conducive to migration. Based 
on the published geology, these are likely to be areas where the Thanet 
Formation, Lambeth Group and Harwich Formation subcrop. As shown on 
Figures 14.2a – 14.2d, these are the west of Section A, the east of Section B, and 
all of Sections C and D. The remainder of the Order limits is underlain by London 
Clay (and superficial deposits anticipated to be of low-moderate gas 
permeability), so is less likely to display ground conditions that are conducive to 
gas migration. 

4.3 Conceptual Site Model 

4.3.1 The potential source-pathway-receptor linkages identified above are summarised in 
Table 1. This also presents the outcome of a qualitative risk assessment in relation 
to each source-pathway-receptor linkage, which is explained in detail in Section 5. 
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Table 1: Conceptual Site Model 

Source Pathway Receptor 
Risk 

Assessm
ent 

Notes 

Backfilled quarries, 
plantation / orchards, 
agricultural land, recycling 
centre, recorded pollution 
incident (Chislet Business 
Park), discharge consent 
to land (Shelford Quarry 
landfill), Richborough 
Power Station, land 
associated with existing 
substations, and historical 
landfills within the Order 
limits. 

Ingestion of soil; 
Ingestion of dust; 
Dermal contact with soil; 
Dermal contact with dust; 
Inhalation of dust; 
Inhalation of vapours. 
 

Human health 
(construction 
workers)  

Moderate Identical source-
pathway-receptor 
linkages and level of 
risk anticipated during 
the decommissioning 
of the proposed new 
400 kV infrastructure, 
once its operational 
lifespan is complete. 

Backfilled quarries, 
plantation / orchards, 
agricultural land, recycling 
centre, recorded pollution 
incident (Chislet Business 
Park), discharge consent 
to land (Shelford Quarry 
landfill), Richborough 
Power Station, land 
associated with existing 
substations, and historical 
landfills within the Order 
limits. 

Inhalation of dust; 
Dermal contact with dust; 
Ingestion of dust; 
Inhalation of vapours. 
 

Human health 
(adjacent site users 
during the 
construction phase) 

Moderate Identical source-
pathway-receptor 
linkages and level of 
risk anticipated during 
the decommissioning 
of the proposed new 
400 kV infrastructure, 
once its operational 
lifespan is complete. 

Backfilled quarries, 
plantation / orchards, 
agricultural land, recycling 
centre, recorded pollution 
incident (Chislet Business 
Park), discharge consent 
to land (Shelford Quarry 
landfill, Richborough 
Power Station, land 
associated with existing 
substations, and historical 
landfills within the Order 
limits. Degradation in the 
chemical quality of soils 
due to construction 
activities e.g. fuel spillages. 

Ingestion of soil; 
Ingestion of dust; 
Dermal contact with soil; 
Dermal contact with dust; 
Inhalation of dust; 
Inhalation of vapours; 
Ingestion of vegetables / 
crops and ingestion of / 
dermal contact with any 
soil adhered to 
vegetables and crops. 

Human health during 
the operational phase 
e.g. users of land that 
is temporarily used by 
the proposed 
development during 
construction and 
subsequently 
returned to its original 
use once the new 400 
kV infrastructure is 
operational.  
The primary sensitive 
receptor is likely to be 
farm workers. 

Moderate - 

Backfilled quarries, natural 
organic soils, Richborough 
Power Station site, and 
historical landfills within the 
Order limits. 

Gas migration from land 
disturbed by construction 
activities, via permeable 
strata. Migration pathway 
is more viable where the 
Thanet Formation, 
Lambeth Group and 
Harwich Formation are 
present (the west of 
Section A, the east of 
Section B, and all of 
Sections C and D). 

Existing buildings 
within and adjacent to 
the Order limits (gas 
accumulation in 
buildings leading to 
explosion / 
asphyxiation) 

Low - 

Henden-Westbeare landfill 
(in relation to the Westbere 
compound).  

Direct vertical gas 
migration of landfill gas 
into compound buildings. 
 

Temporary 
construction 
compound at 
Westbere. 

Moderate - 
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5. QUALITATIVE RISK ASSESSMENT 

5.1.1 This Section explains the rationale for the risk assessment classifications provided 
in Table 1. These are based on a qualitative risk assessment that has been 
undertaken in accordance with the general framework provided in CIRIA C552 
“Contaminated Land Risk Assessment: A Guide to Good Practice”. This is 
summarised in the risk assessment matrix provided in Table 2.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 2: Risk Assessment Matrix (adapted from CIRIA C552) 

Probability2 

  Very Unlikely Low likelihood Likely High likelihood 

C
o

n
se

q
u

e
n

ce
1

 

M
in

o
r 

Very low risk Very low risk Low Low-moderate risk 

M
ild

 

Very low risk Low risk Low-moderate risk Moderate risk 

M
e

d
iu

m
 

Low risk Low-moderate risk Moderate risk High risk 

Se
ve

re
 

Low-moderate risk Moderate risk High  risk Very high risk 

Notes 
 
1 “Consequence” estimates the severity of any potential contamination at a site. For example, the loss of plants in a 
landscaping scheme would be classified as a “minor” consequence, chronic human health risks would be classified 
as “medium” consequence, whilst acute human health risks would be classified as “severe” consequence. A full 
description of the classification of “consequence” is provided within CIRIA C552. 
 
2 “Probability” estimates the likelihood of the consequence occurring. A full description of the classification of 
“probability” is provided within CIRIA C552. Considerations of probability presented within this report account for 
any features of a receptor that inherently reduce its potential to be affected by contamination e.g. routine 
occupational health & safety measures that protect construction workers from general soil exposure.  
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5.1.2 It is recognised that this methodology is, by nature, generalised and that outputs may 
not always be consistent with professional judgment and expertise. Accordingly, all 
assessment outputs have been reviewed using professional judgement to identify 
any such discrepancies, and classifications amended where necessary. 

5.1.3 All risk classifications have been made on the assumption that regulatory regimes 
that accompany the UK contaminated land framework, such as occupational health 
and safety and environmental permitting, will be appropriately implemented. 

5.2 Human Health Risks to Construction Workers 

Proposed New 400 kV Infrastructure 

5.2.1 The main proposed development activity that involves ground disturbance, and thus 
the potential for construction workers to be exposed to soil contamination, is 
construction of the proposed new 400kV pylons (and associated activities, such as 
soil stripping to create working areas). The proposed new pylon locations do not 
intersect with any of the identified potentially contaminative historical land uses, aside 
from the general low risk associated with agricultural land use that is present across 
the majority of the Order limits and the area of plantation / orchards in Section A (also 
a low risk). The exception to this is proposed pylon PC2, which is located at a 
backfilled quarry. This is not recorded to have been reclaimed as a landfill. However, 
with regard to the identified local historical industrial land use, a reasonable worst 
case assumption of ground conditions at this site would be the presence of asbestos 
containing materials, sewage works waste, and soils affected elevated 
concentrations of hydrocarbons, polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) and metals.  

Lower Voltage Undergrounding 

5.2.2 The locations where undergrounding of 33kV and 11kV infrastructure is required do 
not generally intersect with any of the identified potential contamination sources. The 
exception to this is an area near to PC7 and PC8 where undergrounding works fall 
within the location of a plantation / orchard. Given the nature of this potential source, 
the work involved (shallow trenching) and the receptor (construction workers, who 
can be assumed to routinely adopt a level of personal protective equipment (PPE) 
that would reduce their sensitivity to contamination), the potential for significant 
exposure to soil contamination is low. 

Construction Compounds 

5.2.3 The installation of a construction compound at the Westbere compound site will 
comprise the placement of temporary cabins and stores onto the existing ground 
surface. This will be preceded by preparatory enabling work, which may include 
minor re-grading following vegetation clearance. The degree of soil exposure will be 
minimal, and any underlying waste deposits at the site (which overlaps with a 
recorded historical landfill) will not be exposed during the installation or operation of 
the compound. The proposed construction compound at Richborough will be built off 
the existing hardstanding platform, preventing any risk of exposure to underlying 
soils.  

Other Proposed Development Activities (Access Tracks, Culvert Crossings, 
Temporary Bridges and Dismantling & Removing 132kV Infrastructure) 

5.2.4 The level of ground disturbance associated with other proposed development 
activities is minimal. The potential interaction of these activities with possible 
contamination sources is described as follows: 
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 Access tracks. Construction, decommissioning and maintenance access will be 
achieved by the widening of existing tracks or, where necessary, the creation of 
new tracks. The construction of new access tracks may involve minor ground 
disturbance, typically involving the removal of topsoil to 300mm depth. The 
following potential contamination sources are crossed by proposed access 
tracks: edge of Shelford Quarry landfill (access track for decommissioning pylon 
PX6), Hersden Tip landfill (access track for decommissioning pylon PX23), former 
quarry 120m north of pylon PX52 (decommissioning and maintenance access) 
and Broad Oak Lodge Farm landfill (scaffold access for construction of pylon 
PC4), and the Richborough landfills (maintenance access; although this will not 
breach any landfill capping). The access required for dismantling pylon PX28 
goes through Chislet Business Park (location of recorded historical minor 
pollution incident to land), but will make use of an existing hard surfaced area 
(with additional access across an adjacent field to reach the pylon) so present a 
low risk of encountering / mobilising contamination. Various access tracks are 
proposed within the substation sites at the terminal points of the proposed PC 
and existing PX routes, which will also generally make use of existing hard 
surfaced areas. 

 Culvert crossings. These will be formed to allow access tracks to cross drainage 
ditches or watercourses. The only ground disturbance associated with this activity 
will be the excavation of 100mm of material from the base of the watercourse, to 
ensure that, following the creation of the culvert, there is no increase in erosion 
of the watercourse downstream of the crossing. In total, there will be 
approximately 90 culvert crossings. None of these fall within areas of land 
identified as a potential contamination source (aside from the general low risk 
associated with agricultural land), although the contamination status of the 
100mm of sediment that will be removed may have been affected by nearby 
activities in some cases (e.g. watercourses to be culverted in the proximity of the 
former Richborough power station).  

 Temporary Bridges. Temporary bridges will be installed where watercourses are 
unsuitable for culverts. The main temporary bridge crossing locations are: (i) 
crossing the River Great Stour adjacent to the west of 132 kV pylon PX68, and 
(ii) 65m north of proposed pylon PC60. Civil engineering works are required on 
either side of each temporary bridge, which will involve minor ground disturbance 
(e.g. formation of pads and ramps). The locations of the two temporary bridges 
do not intersect with any of the identified potentially contaminative historical land 
uses, aside from the northern side of the PC60 crossing. This falls within the 
former Richborough Power Station site, but will not involve breaching the existing 
hard surfacing in this location or lead to exposure of the underlying soils. 

 Dismantling and Removing 132kV pylons. 132kV pylon foundations will generally 
be removed to 1.5m depth. This will involve minor disturbance of soils in the 
immediate vicinity of the pylon foundations. All excavations will be backfilled with 
clean material (either site-won or imported). In general, the locations of 132kV 
pylons requiring removal do not intersect with the potentially contaminative 
historical land uses. The primary exceptions are: pylon PX6 (located at the 
perimeter of Shelford Quarry landfill) and pylon PX23 (located within Hersden Tip 
landfill). Pylon PX78 is located within the Richborough 132kV Substation site, 
although this is considered to present a lower contamination risk than the landfills. 
Pylon PX54 is located within / adjacent to an animal cemetery but, as previously 
discussed, the removal of this will not involve ground disturbance.  
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5.2.5 The potential for construction workers to be exposed to soil contamination during the 
formation of access tracks, culvert crossings and temporary bridges is generally low, 
due to the very limited nature and depth of ground disturbance associated with this 
work. Dismantling and removing the 132kV pylons involves deeper excavations (to 
1.5m depth), although these will be focussed on the pylon foundations, with only 
incidental exposure of surrounding soils. However, as indicated by the presence of 
Made Ground containing ACM at Broad Oak Lodge Farm landfill (albeit at a depth 
below the likely ground disturbance associated with access track construction), in 
some locations these minor localised ground disturbance works have the potential to 
cause exposure to contamination. 

Human Health Risk Assessment 

5.2.6 Based on the information above, in general it is considered that there is unlikely to 
be a viable source-pathway-receptor linkage in relation to human health risks to 
construction workers. However, a small number of locations have been identified 
where minor disturbance of Made Ground or landfill waste deposits may increase the 
potential for a linkage. Of particular relevance are proposed pylon PC2, the removal 
of pylon foundations at 132kV pylons PX6 and PX23, and the proposed access track 
to PC4 (which overlies Broad Oak Lodge Farm landfill). With regard to the reasonable 
worst case conditions discussed above (i.e. the presence of ACM, sewage works 
waste, and soils affected elevated concentrations of hydrocarbons, polychlorinated 
biphenyls (PCBs) and metals), it is considered that there is the potential for the 
development to cause construction workers to be exposed to soils that may present 
an acute health risk in these locations, leading to a severe consequence. The 
probability of exposure to contamination that could lead to acute health risks in these 
locations has been classified as low, given the level of ground disturbance 
associated with the development, the likely short exposure duration, and the 
assumption that construction workers would routinely adopt a level of personal 
protective equipment (PPE) that would reduce their sensitivity to contamination. 
There is a higher probability of exposure to soils that present a chronic health risk 
(classified as a medium consequence), as this typically occurs at lower 
concentrations than acute risks. The probability of exposure to contamination that 
could cause chronic health risks has been assessed as likely.  

5.2.7 This provides an overall risk assessment of moderate (i.e. combination of low 
probability and severe consequence in relation to acute risks, or likely probability and 
medium consequence in relation to chronic risks). It should be noted that this is based 
on the reasonable worst case conditions at a small number of locations within the 
Order limits.  Therefore, it is a conservative classification for the proposed 
development as a whole, given that this primarily involves infrastructure works on 
farmland, and that in all proposed work locations at least one (and in many cases 
more than one) of the following apply: (i) the risk of a significant pre-existing ground 
contamination source is low; (ii) the potential for a source-pathway-receptor linkage 
is significantly reduced because soil disturbance will be negligible (e.g. the Westbere 
and Richborough construction compound sites); (iii) receptor characteristics (i.e. 
short exposure duration, use of PPE) significantly reduce the feasibility of a 
significant source-pathway-receptor linkage.  

5.3 Human Health Risks to Adjacent Site Users 

5.3.1 The potential risks to adjacent site users during the construction phase relate to 
exposure to dust and / or vapours generated by construction activities. The primary 
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sensitive receptors are likely to be workers on adjacent land (primarily, these are 
farm workers). Unlike construction workers, these receptors do not benefit from the 
protection afforded by occupational health and safety measures (i.e. PPE), 
increasing their sensitivity to contamination. However, this is counter-balanced by 
their increased distance from any dust generation and the shorter period for which 
they are at risk of exposure (likely to be restricted to only a small portion of the 
construction phase, when works are taking place in their immediate vicinity). It is 
anticipated that the limited ground disturbance associated with construction and 
dismantling works will generally intersect soils that have a low potential to display 
elevated contaminant levels. Where there is a greater potential for soil contamination 
(e.g. at proposed pylon PC2, existing pylons PX6 and PX23, and the access tracks 
to proposed pylon PC4), the nature of the works is such that the probability of 
significant soil dust generation that could affect off-site receptors is low. Unlike the 
approach taken when assessing risks to construction workers, it is not considered 
necessary to increase the classification of the probability of occurrence on the basis 
of these specific locations, as adjacent site users are not working in direct proximity 
/ contact with soils.  Therefore, it is concluded that the probability of adjacent site 
users being exposed to dust or vapours that could have a significant health effect is 
low. It should be noted that this assessment relates only to the chemical / 
contamination risks associated with construction-derived soil dust and vapours and 
does not consider other associated air quality aspects, which are outside the scope 
of this report and are discussed in Chapter 12 (Air Quality) of the ES. 

5.3.2 The potential magnitude of effect has been assessed as severe, for the same 
reasons as the assessment presented for construction workers. 

5.3.3 This provides an overall risk assessment in relation to human health effects on 
adjacent site users during the construction phase of moderate.  

5.4 Human Health Risk to Future Site Users 

5.4.1 As identified by Table 1, there is also the potential for adjacent site users to be 
affected by contamination once construction works are complete and the 400kV 
infrastructure is operational. This may occur if (a) activities associated with the 
proposed development introduce new contamination to the ground (e.g. by fuel 
spillages), or (b) activities associated with the proposed development mobilise pre-
existing contamination (e.g. by bringing contaminated soil from depth to near surface 
locations). 

5.4.2 The risk assessments in Table 1 are provided on the basis that associated 
environmental permitting / management regimes will be adhered to. On this basis, 
the risk of construction activities introducing new soil contamination is negligible, as 
this can be avoided / minimised by construction good practice (e.g. adherence to the 
Environment Agency’s Pollution Prevention Guidance notes), in accordance with the 
Construction Environmental Management Plan (CEMP) (Appendix 3C within 
Volume 5, Document 5.4.3C). 

5.4.3 The proposed development does not involve significant regrading earthworks and 
the primary location in which soils may be excavated to a sufficient depth to alter any 
pre-existing contamination risk will be pylon foundation excavations (including 
excavations to remove 132kV pylon foundations) and 33kV/11kV undergrounding 
locations. The locations of the proposed 400kV pylon locations, the existing 132kV 
pylons requiring removal and the proposed 33kV/11kV undergrounding generally 
avoid the locations of the potentially contaminative land uses identified, so it is 
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concluded that the general probability of the proposed development significantly 
increasing the soil contamination (human health) risk to future land users is very 
unlikely. However, there are potential localised exceptions to this (e.g. PC2, PX23), 
and as a conservative approach on the basis of these, the probability classification 
has been increased to low.   

5.4.4 The magnitude of effect has been classified as severe, as per the other human 
health assessments presented above. This provides an overall risk assessment 
classification of moderate in relation to human health risks to future users of land 
within the Order limits that is temporarily occupied by the construction works, but 
subsequently returned to its original use. 

5.5 Ground Gas Risk to Existing Buildings within / adjacent to the 
Order limits 

5.5.1 The assessment of risks in relation to these receptors considers circumstances 
whereby the proposed development may increase the risk of gas migration (e.g. by 
disturbing an existing gas source, altering a migration pathway or introducing a new 
receptor). Land within the Order limits will remain in third party ownership and 
therefore responsibility for any other pre-existing ground gas risks will remain with 
the owner. 

5.5.2 The proposed development does not generally involve significant ground disturbance 
in any locations where a potentially significant ground gas source has been identified. 
The groundworks at proposed pylon PC2, existing 132kV pylons PX6 and PX23 fall 
with backfilled quarries or historical landfill boundaries and may potentially encounter 
gas generating materials, but the level of disturbance is such that it is unlikely to 
significantly affect gas generation or migration. Works will be designed to avoid 
breaching any landfill capping (if / where this is present) and, should this be 
unavoidable, to ensure that disturbance is minimal and that capping is re-instated to 
an engineered specification immediately on completion.  

5.5.3 The closest receptors (existing buildings) to these pylon locations are: 

 Proposed Pylon PC2: A car dealership is located 100m to the north. Ground 
conditions between the proposed pylon and the buildings are likely to display 
moderate to high gas permeability (alluvium, Head and Thanet Formation). 

 Pylon PX6: A car dealership is located 130m to the south (the same dealership 
referred to above). Ground conditions between the pylon and the buildings are 
likely to display moderate to high gas permeability (Head, Lambeth Group and 
Thanet Formation). 

 Pylon PX23: Farm buildings are located 300m to the south east. Ground 
conditions between the pylon and the buildings are likely to display low gas 
permeability (discontinuous Head, London Clay). 

5.5.4 Given the level of the ground disturbance and required gas migration distance, it is 
considered that the probability of groundworks in these locations leading to a 
significant ground gas effect on existing buildings is low. The only other proposed 
development activities that overlap current / historical landfills that may contain gas 
generating materials are the installation of an access track across the Richborough 
landfills (Section D) and the establishment of the Westbere compound on the former 
Henden-Westbere landfill site. These activities will be designed to avoid breaching 
any existing landfill capping or disturbing gas generating waste, such that there is a 
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low risk of increased gas migration from the landfills as a result of the proposed 
development. The risk of increased gas generation / migration due to the disturbance 
of natural soils containing organic matter in Sections C and D is also low, given the 
nature of the soils (i.e. tidal flat deposits with organic content rather than, for example, 
blanket / thick peat), the degree of ground disturbance associated with the proposed 
development activities and the high groundwater level typically associated with such 
environments (which limits potential gas migration).  

5.5.5 Therefore, the overall probability classification in relation to ground gas risks to 
existing built development has been assessed as low. This is based on the potential 
sources discussed above and is a conservative classification with regard to the 
remainder of the proposed development (i.e. locations where these sources are 
absent).  

5.5.6 The potential consequence has been classified as severe. This is because the 
potential consequence of significant ground gas accumulation involves the loss of 
life. In accordance with Table 2, this provides an overall potential risk in relation to 
ground gas migration into existing buildings of moderate. However, with regard to 
the minor nature of the ground disturbance and the significant level of gas migration 
and accumulation that is required before a severe effect (i.e. explosion / 
asphyxiation) can occur, professional judgement has been applied to decrease this 
risk classification to low.  

5.6 Ground Gas Risk to New Buildings Associated with the Project 

5.6.1 The only new buildings associated with the proposed development will be within 
temporary construction compound areas at Westbere and Richborough. The 
Richborough compound will comprise modular cabins (portakabins or similar) and 
stocking yards situated on an existing hard surfaced platform. Whilst the slab is in 
variable condition, given the nature of the cabins (discussed further below in relation 
to the Westbere compound, which will have similar cabins) and absence of any 
directly underlying landfill deposits, it is considered that there is no viable source-
pathway-receptor linkage for ground gas.  

5.6.2 The proposed Westbere compound is situated directly on / adjacent to domestic 
waste deposits. This is considered to be the only receptor potentially at risk from 
ground gas and has been used in the determination of a risk assessment 
classification for ground gas effects on new buildings associated with the project.  

5.6.3 The probability of effect classification for the Westbere compound is based on the 
following considerations: 

 The nature of the source. Given the presence of household waste in this location, 
it has been assumed that significant ground gas generation may be ongoing. 

 The features of the receptor. The only buildings / enclosed spaces associated 
with the compound will be modular metal units (portakabins or similar). Such 
buildings typically consist of non-jointed floors, have a high air through-flow, and 
do not incorporate foundations that could cause preferential gas migration. They 
also do not incorporate any below ground sub-structures that could encourage 
the migration / accumulation of gas. 

 The proposed layout of the compound, which indicates that the temporary cabins 
will be located outside the recorded landfill area.  
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5.6.4 Based on these factors, the probability of effects has been classified as low. As per 
the potential effects on existing buildings, the consequence criterion has been 
assessed as severe. This provides an overall risk assessment of moderate. 
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6. INTRUSIVE INVESTIGATION AND ENVIRONMENTAL 
MANAGEMENT 

6.1.1 The qualitative risk assessment has identified potential contamination risks that 
range from low to moderate. The nature of the potential contamination sources and 
the proposed development is such that these risks can be reduced, mitigated and 
controlled by standard construction design and environmental management 
procedures. The recommended procedures in relation to each identified potential 
source-pathway-receptor linkage are described below. It is considered that, following 
the implementation of these procedures, the resulting risk associated with each 
potential linkage will be very low. 

6.1.2 The measures set out below are included and expanded upon in the CEMP 
(Appendix 3C within Volume 5, Document 5.4.3C) and relevant related 
documentation (e.g. Outline Waste Management Plan, Appendix 3D within Volume 
5, Document 5.4.3D).   

6.2 Human Health Risks to Construction Workers 

6.2.1 It is recommended that further intrusive ground investigation is undertaken to 
characterise the ground conditions in advance of construction. This should include 
targeted investigations of the ground conditions at proposed pylon location PC2, 
which is the only proposed new pylon location that overlies specific identified 
potential contamination sources, together with PX6, PX23, the Westbere compound 
site, and the access tracks to the Richborough compound and PC4 (this location was 
covered by the October 2015 investigation; however, based on the findings of this, 
further investigation is required, including further asbestos testing, speciated PAH 
testing and speciated petroleum hydrocarbons testing). The findings of this 
investigation should then be used to inform occupational health and safety 
requirements, to ensure that these are suitable for the ground conditions present. 
Any soils containing high levels of asbestos fibres or significant fragments of 
asbestos should be removed from the site by an appropriately trained contractor in 
advance of construction works. 

6.2.2 It is also recommended that, if any unexpected / suspect materials are encountered 
during the construction phase, works in the affected area should be suspended 
pending appropriate investigation and the determination of a suitable scheme of 
remediation (which should be agreed with the relevant planning authority prior to 
implementation, and its implementation validated accordingly). Should any 
suspected asbestos be encountered, then this should be dealt with by appropriately 
trained operatives using procedures compliant with The Control of Asbestos 
Regulations, 2012. 

6.3 Human Health Risks to Adjacent Site Users (Construction and 
Decommissioning Phases) 

6.3.1 The risks to adjacent site users from soil dust and vapours can be minimised 
effectively by the implementation of dust suppression and control measures during 
construction works, accompanied by perimeter validation monitoring where 
necessary. Given the level of ground disturbance associated with the proposed 
development, it is concluded that such measures will be able to control risk to minimal 
/ negligible levels.  
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6.3.2 Construction phase environmental management considerations should be informed 
by the findings of the pre-construction intrusive investigation.  

6.4 Human Health Risks to Future Site Users  

6.4.1 Potential human health risks to future users of land that is temporarily occupied by 
the proposed development, but subsequently returned to its original use, have been 
assessed as moderate. The re-use of excavated soils should be undertaken in 
accordance with relevant waste management procedures, such as CL:AIRE 
publication ‘The Definition of Waste: Development Industry Code of Practice’ (2011). 
This requires the preparation of a Materials Management Plan (MMP) that 
demonstrates that soils are chemically suitable for re-use (amongst other things). 
Given the nature of the soils at the site (primarily natural soils on agricultural land) 
and the nature of the scheme (i.e. no requirement for large scale earthworks), it is 
envisaged that effective re-use of soils under these procedures will achieve a finished 
development that does not present a contamination risk to future site users. Materials 
management procedures should be informed by chemical testing of soils where 
necessary, which may identify that limited localised pre-treatment (e.g. 
bioremediation of hydrocarbon contaminated soils) or off-site disposal of soils is 
required. 

6.5 Ground Gas Risk to Existing Buildings within / adjacent to the 
Order limits 

6.5.1 It is recommended that further intrusive ground investigation is undertaken in 
advance of construction to characterise the ground gas conditions within the Order 
limits, with a particular focus on locations where the proposed development activities 
overlap with potential ground gas sources e.g. PC2, PX6, PX23, the Westbere 
compound site, and the access track to the Richborough compound site. Should this 
identify the presence of a gas source, then perimeter monitoring may be required 
during construction works in affected areas, to ensure that any potential migration 
risk to nearby buildings is monitored and that, in the very unlikely event that it is 
necessary, any intervention required can be implemented to prevent gas migration 
(e.g. changes to working methods, installation of in-ground ventilation barriers). 

6.5.2 It is recommended that piling risk assessments are undertaken in advance of any 
piling works, in accordance with National Groundwater & Contaminated Land Centre 
reports ‘Piling and Penetrative Ground Improvement Methods on Land Affected by 
Contamination: Guidance on Pollution Prevention’ and ‘Piling Into Contaminated 
Sites’. This will ensure that any potential gas migration risks associated with piling 
are adequately identified and prevented. 

6.6 Ground Gas Risk to New Buildings Associated with the Project 

6.6.1 The potential gas risk to the Westbere compound has been assessed as moderate. 
The installation of temporary compounds is commonplace on sites affected by 
ground gas (e.g. landfills, sewage works), and the risks can be minimised by a range 
of commonly used methods. These can include the raising of cabins (e.g. on blocks) 
to provide a clear open air space between the ground and occupiable spaces, the 
installation of protective gas-resistant membranes, and the use of gas alarms. 
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6.6.2 The requirement for these measures, and the specific measures that are most 
appropriate for the ground conditions, should be determined based on the findings 
of the pre-construction ground investigation.  

6.6.3 No specific risk assessment has been provided in relation to potential ground gas 
risks to construction workers when working in trenches and excavations. This is 
because, given the nature of ground gas sources present, it is considered that this 
can be wholly addressed by appropriate occupational health & safety controls i.e. 
work in trenches and excavations undertaken by trained personnel in accordance 
with The Confined Spaces Regulations, 1997. 

6.7 Damage to Project Infrastructure from Chemically Aggressive 
Ground Conditions 

6.7.1 Table 1 does not consider the potential source-pathway-receptor linkage associated 
with chemically aggressive ground conditions affecting the integrity of new below 
ground concrete (e.g. pylon foundations). This is primarily a matter of engineering 
design and it is assumed that an appropriate concrete design will be determined by 
the structural / geotechnical designer, following the characterisation of the soils that 
will be in contact with foundations. This desk study has not identified the presence of 
any likely ground conditions / contamination sources that would be expected to 
present a specific risk of chemical attack on concrete that is outside the scope that 
could be addressed by engineering design, in accordance with the procedure 
detailed in ‘BRE Special Digest 1: Concrete in Aggressive Ground (2005)’. 
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7. CONCLUSIONS 

7.1.1 The potential risks associated with soil contamination (human health risks) and 
ground gas have been assessed in relation to the proposed Richborough Connection 
Project. A Conceptual Site Model has been determined, which has identified several 
potential source-pathway-receptor linkages. The level of risk associated with these 
has been considered by qualitative risk assessment, and ranges from low to 
moderate. 

7.1.2 It is concluded that, with appropriate pre-construction management and construction 
phase environmental and occupational health & safety controls, the level of risk 
associated with each of the source-pathway-receptor linkage would be expected to 
decrease to very low / negligible. 

7.1.3 Requirement 13 of the draft Development Consent Order (DCO) (Volume 2, 
Document 2.1) requires a written scheme of works to be submitted to the relevant 
planning authorities demonstrating how the risk from contamination will be addressed 
for any phase of the development, prior to the commencement of construction in that 
phase. This will provide a formal mechanism for ensuring that appropriate 
environmental and occupational health and safety measures, as necessary to reduce 
the level of risk to very low / negligible, are specified in detail (from the general range 
discussed in this report) to the approval of the relevant regulators, in advance of 
construction. 
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DRAWINGS 
 
Note: Figures 14.1a-d, 14.2a-d and 14.3a-d are provided within Volume 5, Document 
5.3.14.  
 
Figure 14.1a British Geological Survey Superficial Geology – Section A 
Figure 14.1b  British Geological Survey Superficial Geology – Section B 
Figure 14.1c  British Geological Survey Superficial Geology – Section C 
Figure 14.1d  British Geological Survey Superficial Geology – Section D 
Figure 14.2a  British Geological Survey Bedrock Geology and Designated Sites – 

Section A 
Figure 14.2b  British Geological Survey Bedrock Geology and Designated Sites – 

Section B 
Figure 14.2c  British Geological Survey Bedrock Geology and Designated Sites – 

Section C 
Figure 14.2d  British Geological Survey Bedrock Geology and Designated Sites – 

Section D 
Figure 14.3a  Recorded Landfills – Section A 
Figure 14.3b   Recorded Landfills – Section B 
Figure 14.3c   Recorded Landfills – Section C 
Figure 14.3d   Recorded Landfills – Section D 
 
Note : Figures 14A.1-14A.4 are provided within this document (Volume 5, Document 
5.4.14A). 
 
Figure 14A.1  Potentially Contaminative Historical / Current Land Use - Section A 
Figure 14A.2  Potentially Contaminative Historical / Current Land Use - Section B 
Figure 14A.3  Potentially Contaminative Historical / Current Land Use - Section C 
Figure 14A.4  Potentially Contaminative Historical / Current Land Use - Section D 
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Figure 14A.4
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Purpose of this Report 

1.1.1 This report is an annex to, and should be read in conjunction with, Appendix 5.4.14A 
(A) of the Environmental Statement (ES) for the Richborough Connection Project 
(the Project).  

1.1.2 The ES comprises Documents 5.1-5.4. The proposed development is illustrated in 
Figures 3.1a-3.1h of Document 5.3.3 and a detailed description of the development 
provided in Chapter 3 of Document 5.2. A full site description is provided in 
Appendix 5.4.14A (A). 

1.2 Scope of this Report 

1.2.1 Appendix 5.4.14A (A) considers issues associated with land contamination and 
ground gas in relation to the Project.  It considers potential risks to human health, 
agricultural land and the built environment.  

1.2.2 In correspondence dated 23 March 2016 (ref. KT/2016/120887/01-L02), the 
Environment Agency (EA) advised that information should be provided to 
demonstrate that the risk from land contamination to Controlled Waters has been 
fully understood and can be addressed through appropriate measures, in the form of 
a preliminary risk assessment. 

1.2.3 Within the ES, information regarding the risk from land contamination to Controlled 
Waters is split over two chapters; Chapter 13 Water Environment and Chapter 14 
Geology, Soils and Agriculture of Document 5.2. The purpose of this annex is to 
consolidate this information into a preliminary assessment of the risk of the Project 
to Controlled Waters via the mobilisation of pre-existing ground contamination, in 
accordance with the EA’s advice. 
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2. GEOLOGY, HYDROLOGY AND HYDROGEOLOGY 

2.1 Geology 

2.1.1 A detailed discussion of superficial and solid geology within the Order limits and 
surrounding area, based upon published geological mapping, is provided in 
Appendix 5.4.14A (A).   For ease of reference, the key points are summarised below. 

2.2 Superficial Geology 

2.2.1 In Sections A and B, superficial deposits are recorded to be present only sporadically. 
Where they are present, published mapping indicates that they primarily comprise 
Head deposits (unconsolidated clay and silt), although deposits of alluvium are 
present in the vicinity of natural watercourses. 

2.2.2 Section C is recorded to be underlain by tidal flat deposits (silt and clay), although 
these are less ubiquitous near the boundaries with Sections B and D, where Head 
deposits and areas devoid of superficial deposits are recorded. 

2.2.3 Section D is recorded to be primarily underlain by tidal flat deposits (silt and clay), 
aside from small areas where superficial deposits are recorded to be absent and one 
small area of Head between proposed pylons PC45 and PC46.  

2.3 Solid Geology 

2.3.1 Published geological mapping records Section A to predominantly be underlain by 
the London Clay Formation, with small subcrops of Harwich Formation (sand and 
gravel), Lambeth Group (sand) and Thanet Formation (sand, silt and clay) in the 
west. 

2.3.2 Section B is recorded to predominantly be underlain by the London Clay Formation, 
with small subcrops of Harwich Formation (sand and gravel), Lambeth Group (sand) 
and Thanet Formation (sand, silt and clay) in the east. 

2.3.3 Section C is recorded to predominantly be underlain by the Thanet Formation (silt, 
sandy clay / clayey, silty sand), with a small area of Lambeth Group (sand) in the 
south west and an area underlain by the Margate Chalk Member near Sarre. 

2.3.4 Section D is recorded to be underlain by the Thanet Formation.  

2.4 Coal Mining 

2.4.1 The majority of the Order limits falls within a Coal Mining Reporting Area, but is 
located outside a Development High Risk Area and any area of surface coal 
resources. The depth of coal beneath the Order limits is conjectured to be in excess 
of 100m below ground level, and there no mine entries nor any recorded spoil tips 
within the Order limits.  

2.5 Surface Hydrology 

2.5.1 A detailed discussion of surface hydrology is provided in Chapter 13 of Document 
5.2, whilst Figures 13.1-13.2d of Document 5.3.13 provide an overview of the 
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relevant features. Watercourses that may represent receptors should construction 
work mobilise pre-existing ground contamination include the River Great Stour/Stour, 
the Sarre Penn, the River Wantsum and the extensive network of drainage ditches 
found in the Chislet, Monkton and Minster Marshes and Ash Level. 

2.5.2 The River Stour/Great Stour generally follows the Order limits from west to east, 
discharging into the North Sea at Richborough. It falls within the Order limits in two 
locations. These are the western end of Section A close to proposed pylons PC1 and 
PC2 and the middle of Section D, between proposed pylons PC51 and PC52. 

2.5.3 The Sarre Penn runs within or adjacent to the Order limits through the east of Section 
A and throughout Section B. It largely flows adjacent to the Order limits in Section C, 
before flowing into the River Wantsum just to the west of the village of Sarre. The 
River Wantsum itself crosses the Order limits in two locations to the south of Sarre; 
close to proposed pylon P37 and existing pylon PX48 respectively.  

2.5.4 The Chislet Marshes (located to the north of the Order limits in Section C) are 
intensively drained and used primarily for arable agriculture. 

2.5.5 The Monkton Marshes (Sections C and D) and Minster Marshes (Section D) (Figures 
13.2c and 13.2d of Document 5.3.13) are located on low lying, reclaimed land to the 
north of the River Stour, east of Sarre. This land is intensively farmed for arable crops.  
The Monkton and Minster Streams (Figures 13.2c and 13.2d of Document 5.3.13) 
drain the marshes to the north of the River Stour. 

2.5.6 The Ash Level is located to the south of the River Stour and is similar in character to 
the Monkton and Minster Marshes to the north, albeit that areas of the Ash Level are 
less intensively farmed and are more widely used for grazing.  Only a small section 
of the Order limits in the east of section D (proposed pylons PC52 – PC60) crosses 
the Ash Level. 

2.6 Hydrogeology 

2.6.1 The hydrogeological characteristics of the Order limits, which are described in detail 
in Chapter 13 of Document 5.2, are summarised below, with an emphasis on 
information relevant to the consideration of the potential effects of land contamination 
on groundwater.  

2.7 Superficial Deposits Aquifer Designations 

2.7.1 The majority of the Order limits do not overlie superficial deposits that are defined as 
aquifers by the EA.  There are exceptions to this in Sections A and B, where the 
alluvium deposits found in the floor of the Great Stour Valley near Canterbury 
(western end of Section A) and along the Sarre Penn Valley (Section B) are classified 
as Secondary A Aquifers / Secondary Undifferentiated Aquifers. 

2.7.2 The Order limits in Sections A and B also cross a number of areas of Head deposits 
which are classified as Secondary A Aquifers by the EA. 

2.8 Solid Geology Aquifer Designations  

2.8.1 The Order limits predominantly overlie the East Kent Tertiaries WFD groundwater 
body, including all of Sections C and D, the western end of Section A in the Great 
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Stour Valley at Canterbury, and the eastern end of Section B in the Sarre Penn valley 
near Upstreet.  The East Kent Tertiaries Groundwater Body comprises deposits of 
the Harwich Formation, Lambeth Group and Thanet Formation, all of which are 
classified as Secondary A aquifers. 

2.8.2 It is likely that groundwater within the Tertiary aquifers will provide some seasonal 
inflow to surface water in the area, and they are known to be in hydraulic continuity 
with the marshes at the lower (eastern) end of the Great Stour catchment.   

2.8.3 A small area of the Order limits associated with access tracks and removal of the 
existing 132kV route in the north of Section C (existing pylons PX50 to PX55) is 
underlain by the Margate Chalk Member, which is classified as a Principal Aquifer. 
This forms part of the Kent Isle of Thanet Chalk WFD groundwater body. 

2.8.4 The Stour Abstraction Licensing Strategy reports that the chalk has a strong influence 
on flows in the River Stour, with a significant proportion of the flow downstream of 
Wye (which is upstream of Canterbury) contributed by base flows. 

2.8.5 Parts of Sections A and B are underlain by the London Clay Formation, which is 
classified as Unproductive Strata. 

2.9 Source Protection Zones 

2.9.1 With the exception of one short section of existing access road in the northern part 
of Section D (Figure 14A.5 within this annex) the Order limits do not overlap any 
Source Protection Zones (SPZs).  The end of this existing access route is within the 
total catchment and outer zone (sub-surface only) of an SPZ associated with a public 
water supply abstraction from the chalk Principal Aquifer near Minster, which is 
approximately 1.5km from the nearest edge of the Order limits. 

2.9.2 There are a further three SPZs outside, but in the vicinity of, the Order limits. These 
are as follows: 

 To the south of Section B, at Hersden. As shown on Figure 14A.5, whilst this SPZ 
comes relatively close to the Order limits this is by virtue of protection zones that 
relate to subsurface activities only, with the protection zone for surface/all activities 
being 650m from the Order limits. 

 To the north of Section A, at Millbank (Figure 14A.5). Similarly to the SPZ at 
Hersden, this SPZ relates to subsurface activities only, with the protection zone for 
surface/all activities being 650m from the Order limits. 

 To the south west of Section A, at Thanington. Unlike the other two SPZs, the total 
catchment protection zone is not restricted to subsurface activities, with the chalk 
Principal Aquifer (assumed to be the unit that is abstracted) sub-
cropping/outcropping in this location. As shown on Figure 14.A51, the total 

                                                           
1 Figure 13.3 of Document 5.3.13 is based on SPZ mapping from the EA that was current during the preparation of the ES. 

Subsequently to this, the EA’s mapping has been updated to include the SPZ at Thanington (which is not shown on Figure 
13.3). Accordingly, Figure 14A.5 has been prepared to show the revised SPZ boundaries, based on the updated mapping.  

Whilst relevant to the currency of this annex, the presence of the SPZ at Thanington does not affect the assessment or 
conclusions of Chapter 13 of Document 5.2 (Water Environment EIA), because of the lack of identifiable pathway from the 

Richborough Connection Project to the total catchment SPZ, which is located upstream of the Order limits within the valley of 
the River Stour, i.e. hydrologically up-gradient.  Both surface and groundwater flow would generally be expected to be in the 
direction of the River Stour in the area, i.e. away from the total catchment.  As such, the inclusion of this SPZ will have no 
impact on the conclusions of the Water Environment EIA. 
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catchment of this SPZ is located approximately 310m south west of the Order limits 
at its closest point. However, it is approximately 1.1km from the closest proposed 
pylon construction work (proposed pylon PC1). 

2.10 Discharge Consents 

2.10.1 As described in Chapter 13 of Document 5.2, a total of twelve licensed discharges 
have been identified within or within 100m of the Order limits, including: 

 Four water company sewage discharges. 

 Three non-water company sewage discharges. 

 Three waste site discharges for site drainage/surface water. 

 One retail filling station discharge for site drainage. 

 One agricultural discharge for site drainage.   

2.11 Abstractions 

2.11.1 The identified groundwater and surface water abstractions in the vicinity of the Order 
limits are: 

 A large mineral washing groundwater abstraction associated with mineral 
workings at Westbere (c.900m south of the Order limits), licensed for an annual 
average maximum volume of 5.1Ml/d. 

 Major groundwater abstractions (including public water supply abstractions) from 
the chalk aquifer, approximately 1.5km north of Section D. 

 Much smaller groundwater abstractions at 126 Sturry Road (annual average 
maximum licensed volume of 0.14 Ml/d, approximately 350m to the south of the 
Order limits), Ebbsfleet Farm (annual average maximum licensed volume of 0.03 
Ml/d, approximately 750m to the north of the Order limits), and Laundry Road 
Industrial Estate (annual average maximum licensed volume of 0.17 Ml/d, 
approximately 2.2km to the north of the Order limits). 

 A large number of licensed surface water abstractions, largely associated with 
spray irrigation, from the ditch networks in the freshwater marshes in the vicinity 
of Order limits Sections C and D.  Most are located to the south of the Order 
limits, with only six located within or within 100m of the Order limits.  

2.12 Surface Water Quality 

2.12.1 Under the European Union Water Framework Directive (WFD), surface water quality 
is assessed on the basis of ecological and chemical parameters. For a water body to 
attain ‘good’ status or potential overall, both ecological and chemical status/potential 
must be assessed as good. 

2.12.2 Although contamination to ecological receptors is considered within Chapter 9 
Biodiversity in Document 5.2, the biological status of water bodies that may be 
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affected by the project is relevant to this report as it includes assessment of physio-
chemical quality elements, such as dissolved oxygen and phosphate, and specific 
pollutants. 

2.12.3 As can be seen in Table 1 below, only two of the surface water bodies intersecting 
or downstream of the Order limits currently achieve Good status/potential, despite all 
achieving Good chemical status. Failure to achieve good biological status and 
therefore Good status/potential overall appears to be generally related to nutrient 
enrichment and issues of physical modification. This is consistent with the intensive 
agricultural land-use and heavily-modified nature of drainage networks found 
within/near the Order limits. 

 

Table 1 

Surface Water WFD Classifications (Cycle 2, 20152) 

Water Body Overall 

Status/Potential 

Biological 

Status/Potential 

Chemical 

Status/Potential 

Supporting 

elements less 

than good 

status/potential 

Great Stour A2 

to West 

Stourmouth 

Moderate Moderate Good Phosphate, 

mitigation 

measures. 

Fordwich Lake 

East 

Good Good Good  

Fordwich Lake Good Good Good  

Great 

Puckstone 

Moderate Moderate Good Phosphorous, 

expert judgement 

Stodmarsh 

Nature 

Reserve Pool 

Moderate Moderate Good Expert judgement, 

mitigations 

measures. 

Westbere 

Lakes 

Moderate Moderate Good Mitigation 

measures 

Ash Levels Moderate Moderate Good Fish, dissolved 

oxygen, 

phosphate, 

mitigation 

measures. 

Monkton and 

Minster 

Marshes 

Moderate Moderate Good Dissolved oxygen, 

phosphate, 

mitigation 

measures. 

Sarre Penn 

and River 

Wanstum 

Moderate Moderate Good Phosphate, 

mitigation 

measures. 

                                                           
2 Cycle 2 classifications, which are current as of the publication of this annex, are presented in this table. Cycle 1 classifications 
are presented in Chapter 13 of Document 5.2 (Water Environment), as the submission of that document pre-dated final 
publication of the Cycle 2 River Basin Management Plans 
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Table 1 

Surface Water WFD Classifications (Cycle 2, 20152) 

Stour (Kent) Poor Poor Good Phytoplankton, 

inorganic nitrogen. 

 

2.13 Groundwater Quality 

2.13.1 Under the WFD, groundwater quality is assessed on the basis of ‘quantitative status’ 
and ‘chemical status’, which can be assessed as either Good or Poor. For a water 
body to attain Good status overall, both quantitative status and chemical status must 
be assessed as good. There are two WFD groundwater bodies within the Order limits; 
the East Kent Tertiaries (which includes the Harwich Formation, Lambeth Group and 
Thanet Formation Secondary Aquifers) and the Kent Isle of Thanet Chalk (which 
includes the Margate Chalk Member). 

2.13.2 The East Kent Tertiaries are classified as having Poor overall status. Chemical status 
is classified as Good but quantitative status is classified as Poor due to dependent 
surface water body status. 

2.13.3 The Kent Isle of Thanet Chalk is assessed as Poor overall and Poor on both 
quantitative and chemical status. Quantitative status is classified as Poor due to 
dependent surface water body status and water balance. Chemical status is 
classified as Poor due to the ‘Chemical Drinking Water Protected Area’ and ‘General 
Chemical Test’ criteria, both of which relate to chemical compliance and/or 
impairment of use at monitoring or abstraction points.   
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3. CONCEPTUAL SITE MODEL 

3.1 Sources 

3.1.1 Appendix 5.4.14A (A) describes the historical land use and distribution of potential 
land contamination sources within the Order limits. Based on this information, the 
locations where potential contamination sources may be intersected by construction 
activities have been identified and are listed below. This list does not include 
instances where the constriction of the Project involves minor surface works involving 
minimal ground disturbance, such as the formation of access tracks, which would not 
be expected to present a significant contaminant mobilization risk. 

 A backfilled gravel pit at the location of proposed 400kV pylon PC2 in Section A. 
The nature of the fill material is not known, so the possibility that it contains 
leachable contaminants cannot be ruled out. 

 Shelford Quarry/Shelford Quarry Landfill, in Section A, which was historically 
licenced to accept inert waste, household waste, special waste, and liquid 
sludge. The landfill remains active and is currently licensed to accept household, 
commercial and industrial waste. Existing pylon PX6, which will be dismantled 
and removed as part of the Project, is located within the landfill boundary. 

 Plantation/orchards in the vicinity of proposed pylons PC7 and PC8 in Section A 
(crossed by proposed 33kV/11kV undergrounding). Whilst the historical use of 
pesticides can present a soil contamination risk, given that this area remains in 
use as commercial orchards it is considered relatively unlikely that near surface 
soils will display significantly elevated contaminant concentrations. 

 Henden-Westbere Landfill, located at the proposed Westbere Compound site. 
This site was licensed to accept inert, commercial and household waste.  

 Hersden Tip, located at the position of existing 132kV pylon PX23, which will be 
dismantled and removed as part of the Project. The landfill was licenced to 
accept inert and commercial waste, and currently contains arable fields. 

 Richborough 132kV substation, located immediately adjacent to existing pylon 
PX78 in Section D (which will be dismantled and removed as part of the Project). 

3.2 Pathways and Receptors 

3.2.1 Ground disturbance caused by construction activities may result in the leaching of 
contaminants from soil and/or the release of contamination in shallow perched 
groundwater to deeper groundwater resources. Groundwater affected by these 
processes may present a risk to surface water quality via baseflow. Flow in the 
unsaturated zone (throughflow and/or surface run-off) may also present a migration 
pathway to surface water. 

3.2.2 The following Controlled Waters receptors in the vicinity of the potential 
contamination sources listed in paragraph 3.1 are: 

 The backfilled gravel pit at the location of proposed pylon PC2 is underlain by a 
Secondary Undifferentiated superficial aquifer (alluvium) and Secondary A 
bedrock aquifer (Kent Tertiaries), although the superficial deposits will have been 
removed, at least to an extent, by the historical quarrying. The groundwater 
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abstraction at 126 Sturry Road is located approximately 950m south west of 
proposed pylon PC2 (there may be hydraulic continuity between these locations, 
based on the geological mapping). The River Stour is located approximately 45m 
south of PC2. 

 Shelford Quarry/Shelford Quarry Landfill is partially underlain by a Secondary A 
superficial aquifer (Head) and Secondary A bedrock aquifer (Kent Tertiaries), 
although as above these will have been removed, to at least an extent, by the 
historical quarrying. Potential surface water receptors comprise a drain (c.20m 
south of PX6) and the River Stour (c.200m south of PX6). 

 A reservoir and stream are present approximately c.330m west of the proposed 
33kV/11kV undergrounding in the area of orchards between proposed pylons 
PC7 and PC8. This location is recorded to be directly underlain by London Clay 
(Unproductive Strata) which is not considered to be a groundwater receptor. 

 Henden-Westbere Landfill is partially underlain by a Secondary A superficial 
aquifer (Head), which overlies London Clay. The closest surface water receptors 
are small ponds approximately 120m to the north. Westbere Marshes are located 
approximately 520m to the south.  

 Existing pylon PX23, which is within the recorded extent of Hersden Tip landfill, 
is located approximately 70m east of a land drain that discharges into the Sarre 
Penn.  The geology in this location comprises Head (Secondary A Aquifer) over 
London Clay (Unproductive Strata and not a receptor). 

 Existing pylon PX78, which is adjacent to Richborough 132kV substation, is 
underlain by tidal flat deposits. These are classified as Unproductive Strata so 
are not a receptor in their own right, but are likely to comprise silt and clay 
deposits with high standing groundwater levels that are in continuity with local 
surface water. The closest surface water receptor is the River Stour, 
approximately 40m to the south east. Additionally, surface water is abstracted 
from a drain approximately 450m north of existing pylon PX78. The tidal flat 
deposits are recorded to be underlain by a Secondary A bedrock aquifer (Kent 
Tertiaries). 

 

3.2.3 Table 2 provides a conceptual site model, summarising the potential source, 
pathway and receptor linkages described above.  
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Table 2 

Preliminary Conceptual Site Model 

Source Pathway Receptor 

Backfilled gravel pit at the location of 

proposed pylon PC2. 

Infiltration to 

groundwater. 

 

Throughflow/overland 

flow to surface water. 

 Superficial aquifer 

(Secondary 

Undifferentiated) 

 Bedrock Aquifer (Secondary 

A) 

 Groundwater abstraction 

c.950m to the south west. 

 River Stour 

Shelford Quarry (partially landfilled), 

intercepted by existing 132kV infrastructure 

(pylons PX5A, PX6, PX7, PX7A and PX8) to 

be dismantled. However, only PX6 falls 

within the recorded landfill waste area. 

 

Infiltration to 

groundwater. 

 

Throughflow/overland 

flow to surface water. 

 Superficial aquifer 

(Secondary A)  

 Bedrock Aquifer (Secondary 

A)  

 Drain and River Stour 

Henden-Westbere Landfill, located at the 

site of the proposed Westbere Compound.* 

Infiltration to 

groundwater. 

 

Throughflow/overland 

flow to surface water. 

 Superficial aquifer 

(Secondary A) 

 Ponds 

 Westbere Marshes 

Plantation/orchards in the vicinity of 

proposed pylons PC7 and PC8. 

Throughflow/overland 

flow to surface water. 

Small reservoir c.330m west of 

the proposed 33kV/11kV 

undergrounding in the area of 

orchards between proposed 

pylons PC7 and PC8. 

Hersden Tip, located at the position of 

existing 132kV pylon PX23. Temporary 

access track to be constructed for 

dismantling.** 

 

Throughflow/overland 

flow to surface water. 
 Nearby land drain that 

discharges into Sarre Penn. 

 Superficial aquifer 

(Secondary A)  

 

RIchborough 132kV substation, adjacent 

to PX78. 

Infiltration to 

groundwater. 

 

Throughflow/overland 

flow to surface water. 

 Bedrock aquifer (Secondary 

A) 

 River Stour and surface 

drain (abstraction) 

 Ash Level 

*The proposed compound site is approximately 480m west of an SPZ. However, the SPZ relates to 

subsurface activity only. Given the nature of the work required to establish the compound (minor surface 

regrading) and the distance to the SPZ, it is not considered to be a viable receptor. 

** Existing pylon PX23 is approximately 400m north of an SPZ. However, the SPZ relates to subsurface 

activity only. Given the nature of the work required to establish remove the pylon (excavations to 

approximately 1.5m depth), the nature of the materials deposited at Hersden Tip (inert and commercial 

waste), and the distance to the SPZ, it is not considered to be a viable receptor. 

3.3 Source Protection Zones 

3.3.1 None of the potential source-pathway-receptor linkages identified in Table 2 relate 
to any of the four SPZ discussed in Section 2. There is no potential for the Project to 
mobilise soil contamination to the extent that would significantly affect groundwater 
quality in these SPZ, for the following reasons: 
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1. Abstraction at Minster: The only proposed development activities in the location of 
the SPZ for the groundwater abstraction at Minster (which overlaps the Order limits) 
are the use of existing access routes in locations with no identified potentially 
contaminative historical land use.  

2. Abstraction at Hersden: The combination of the nature of the closest proposed 
development activities to the SPZ at Hersden and their distance from the SPZ 
prevents a potential source-pathway-receptor linkage (as explained in Table 2).  

3. Abstraction at Millbank: There are no proposed development activities that may 
intersect potential contamination sources within 1km of the SPZ at Millbank.  

4. Abstraction at Thanington: The SPZ at Thanington relates to the chalk Principal 
Aquifer in this location and generally correlates with locations where the chalk either 
outcrops or subcrops. These conditions do not continue into the Order limits, where 
the chalk is overlain by the Thanet Formation (Secondary A Aquifer that forms part 
of the Kent Tertiaries) and the Principal Aquifer designation is not present. 
Consequently, the only potential for the construction of the Project to present a 
specific risk to groundwater in the chalk would be as a result of piled foundations for 
new 400kV pylons introducing preferential pathways for the vertical migration of 
contaminants. Although the Order limits is, at its closest point, 300m from the SPZ, 
there are no new proposed pylons (i.e. no potential for piling) within 1km of the SPZ, 
so no potential for a source-pathway-receptor linkage.  
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4. RISK ASSESSMENT 

4.1 Shallow Groundworks 

4.1.1 Shallow groundworks at the locations listed in Table 2 are considered to present a 
low risk to the chemical quality of Controlled Waters, for the following reasons: 

1) Nature of potential contamination sources and proposed development 
activities. Where the potential source-pathway-receptor linkage relates to a 
relatively high risk potential contamination source (i.e. Shelford Quarry landfill and 
Henden-Westbere landfill), ground disturbance will be minimised to excavations to 
remove pylon foundations to 1.5m depth (removal of pylon PX6 at Shelford Quarry 
landfill) and localised surface regrading (to establish Henden-Westbere landfill), 
significantly limiting the potential for adverse effects on groundwater or surface water 
quality. 

The removal of pylon PX23 at Hersden Tip is considered a low risk activity, given 
that this involves only a c.1.5m deep excavation to remove pylon foundations, and is 
within a field that is currently in agricultural use (such that the potential for significant 
soil contamination at shallow depth is low). Similarly, the removal of pylon PX78 
adjacent to the Richborough 132kV substation and the proposed 33kV/11kV 
undergrounding within the area of orchards near to proposed pylons PC7 and PC8 
(which will be installed by shallow ‘cut-and-cover’ trenching) present a low risk of 
mobilising ground contamination. 

The activity associated with the Project that involves the greatest shallow ground 
disturbance is the installation of shallow pylon foundations, although even in this case 
excavations would typically be between 2.0m and 4.5m depth. Should shallow 
foundations be used for proposed pylon PC2 (located at a backfilled former gravel 
pit), then there is the potential for contaminant leaching that may affect groundwater 
quality, depending on the chemical composition of any Made Ground present 
(although a significant risk is not anticipated in this location based on the further 
factors discussed below, and the additional protection provided by the DCO 
requirements as explained in paragraph 5.3).   

2) Hydrogeological setting of the Order limits. Shallow groundworks primarily 
have the potential to affect shallow groundwater (and associated surface water 
receptors fed by this) that is generally likely to have pre-existing continuity with the 
shallow soil environment, particularly given that the locations listed in Table 2 are not 
hard surfaced and are open to rainwater infiltration. Therefore, groundwater quality 
in these locations may already be open to any contamination leaching from the 
identified potential sources. In such circumstances, the installation of shallow 
foundations (and other shallow groundworks) would not be introducing a new 
contamination migration pathway, with the effect restricted to a temporary increase 
in an existing migration pathway (i.e. leaching and infiltration) as a result of ground 
disturbance. 

The potential for shallow groundworks to breach confining layers and significantly 
increase the vertical migration of contamination contained within shallow 
groundwater or soils is low. This is due to the scale and depth of the shallow 
groundworks associated with the Project (as described above), and the mapped 
geology in the locations in Table 2 (which indicates that some continuity between the 
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superficial and bedrock aquifers identified is likely). Confirmatory site investigation 
will be undertaken prior to construction, as described in paragraph 5.3. 

3) Duration and permanence. The potential increase in contaminant leaching from 
soil in the locations listed in Table 2 will be a very short term, temporary effect, 
significantly limiting the possibility of a measurable effect on the chemical quality of 
a groundwater or surface water body.  

4.1.2 Whilst the above assessment indicates that shallow groundworks associated with the 
Project present a low risk to Controlled Waters, it is based on desk study information 
only and will be validated by site investigations as a requirement of the DCO. 
Specifically, pre-construction investigations will be undertaken in the locations of 
potential contamination sources (see paragraph 6.2.1 of Appendix 5.4.14A (A). The 
pre-construction investigations will include leachability testing to ensure that the 
nature of the material that will be disturbed is fully characterised. Paragraph 4.4.5 of 
Document 5.4.3C (Construction Environmental Management Plan (CEMP)) 
explains the process by which data will be collected, assessed and reported, 
including mechanisms for dealing with unexpected contamination or circumstances 
that differ from those that are anticipated based on the desk study information 
presented in this report.  

4.1.3 Furthermore, Requirement 13 of the draft Development Consent Order (DCO) 
provides a formal mechanism for ensuring that the construction works will not 
mobilise any pre-existing contamination identified by the ground investigation to the 
extent that presents a significant risk to groundwater or surface water quality. For 
ease of reference, the wording of Requirement 13 is provided below: 

“(1) No stage of the authorised development may commence until a written scheme 
applicable to that stage to deal with the ground conditions, including contamination 
of any land or groundwater, within the Order limits which is likely to cause significant 
harm to persons or pollution of controlled waters or the environment has been 
submitted to and approved by the relevant planning authority, after consultation with 
the Environment Agency. 

(2) The scheme shall accord with the approach set out in the ES Appendix 14A Land 
Contamination Desk Study (Document 5.4.14A), to identify the extent of any 
contamination and the remedial measures to be taken to render the land fit for its 
intended purpose, should remedial measures be required then the implementation 
and validation of these will be documented in a verification report, to be submitted to 
the relevant planning authority.  

(3) Remediation measures must be carried out in accordance with the approved 
scheme.”  

4.2 Deeper Groundworks - Piled Foundations 

4.2.1 The only proposed new pylon that intersects an identified potential contamination 
source is PC2 (backfilled former quarry). Should piled foundations be the chosen 
foundations option for this pylon, then piling design and methods will be informed by 
pre-construction ground investigation and piling risk assessments, including 
consideration of any groundwater at depth (e.g. chalk that is inferred to underlie the 
Thanet Formation in this location). The requirement for piling risk assessments is 
specified in the CEMP. Risk assessments will be undertaken in accordance with EA 
guidance, specifically “Piling and Penetrative Ground Improvement Methods on Land 
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Affected by Contamination: Guidance on Pollution Prevention” and “Piling into 
Contaminated Sites”. To ensure that there is adequate flexibility for piling risk 
assessments to arrive at a piling design that is protective of Controlled Waters, the 
application is non-restrictive in terms of piling techniques (i.e. either augered or 
driven piles may be used; whichever is more appropriate for the ground conditions 
and groundwater risk). 

4.2.2 Allowing for this process, there is confidence that, if piled foundations are required 
for PC2, this will not present a risk to Controlled Waters. Piling risk assessments will 
also be undertaken for all other pylons where piling is the chosen foundations option 
(in accordance with the CEMP), although no specific potential contamination sources 
have been identified at these. 
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5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

5.1 Summary and Conclusions 

5.1.1 The Order limits contain a number of potential groundwater and surface water 
receptors. The groundwater receptors are the East Kent Tertiaries WFD body 
(Secondary A Aquifers of the Harwich Formation, Lambeth Group and Thanet 
Formation), the Kent Isle of Thanet Chalk WFD (Principal Aquifer of the Margate 
Chalk Member), and superficial Head and alluvium aquifers (Secondary 
A/Secondary Undifferentiated). An SPZ associated with the chalk Principal Aquifer 
intersects the Order limits in Section D, whilst further SPZ are present in the vicinity 
of the Order limits to the south of Hersden and at Millbank. Surface water receptors 
are prevalent throughout the Order limits and include the River Stour/Great Stour, 
River Wantsum and Sarre Penn, together with the Chislet, Monkton and Minster 
Marshes and Ash Level.  

5.1.2 To determine whether there is any potential risk from the mobilization of pre-existing 
contamination to these receptors during the construction of the Project, the locations 
where construction work may disturb land with potentially contaminative historical 
land uses have been reviewed to determine a conceptual site model. This conceptual 
site model identifies the potential source-pathway-receptor (SPR) linkages 
associated with the construction of the Project. In total, potential SPR linkages have 
been identified in relation to construction activities in six locations, with the identified 
potential receptors including both surface water and groundwater. None of the 
potential SPR linkages that have been identified relate to SPZ. 

5.1.3 The potential for a significant risk to Controlled Waters from the mobilization of pre-
existing land contamination has been considered for each of these six potential SPR 
linkages. Considering factors such as the nature of the potential contamination 
sources, the degree of ground disturbance associated with the specific proposed 
Project activities in these locations, the duration and permanence of the potential 
effect, and the anticipated level of change relative to baseline water quality, it is 
concluded that the proposed shallow groundworks associated with the Project 
present a low risk to Controlled Waters.  

5.1.4 If the Project is consented, then pre-construction ground investigation and 
compliance with the CEMP and DCO requirements would ensure that groundwater 
and surface water are not adversely affected by contaminant mobilization during 
shallow groundworks. 

5.1.5 Similarly, it is also concluded that risk to Controlled Waters from piling is low and that 
adverse effects on groundwater or surface water quality will be prevented by 
compliance with the CEMP and DCO requirements. 
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Contact us

Visit our project website:  
www.richboroughconnection.co.uk 

Send an email to:  
richboroughconnection@communitycomms.co.uk

Write to our freepost address at:  
FREEPOST RICHBCONNECTION 

Call our freephone number: 
0800 157 7878

Follow us on Twitter: 
@NGRichborough


